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ABSTRACT
The exoplanet mass radius diagram reveals that super Earths display a wide range
of radii, and therefore mean densities, at a given mass. Using planet population syn-
thesis models, we explore the key physical factors that shape this distribution: plan-
ets’ solid core compositions, and their atmospheric structure. For the former, we use
equilibrium disk chemistry models to track accreted minerals onto planetary cores
throughout formation. For the latter, we track gas accretion during formation, and
consider photoevaporation-driven atmospheric mass loss to determine what portion of
accreted gas escapes after the disk phase. We find that atmospheric stripping of Nep-
tunes and sub-Saturns at small orbital radii (.0.1AU) plays a key role in the formation
of short-period super Earths. Core compositions are strongly influenced by the trap
in which they formed. We also find a separation between Earth-like planet composi-
tions at small orbital radii .0.5AU and ice-rich planets (up to 50% by mass) at larger
orbits ∼1AU. This corresponds well with the Earth-like mean densities inferred from
the observed position of the low-mass planet radius valley at small orbital periods.
Our model produces planet radii comparable to observations at masses ∼1-3M⊕. At
larger masses, planets’ accreted gas significantly increases their radii to be larger than
most of the observed data. While photoevaporation, affecting planets at small orbital
radii .0.1AU, reduces a subset of these planets’ radii and improves our comparison,
most planets in our computed populations are unaffected due to low FUV fluxes as
they form at larger separations.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – planets and satellites: composition – planets
and satellites: formation – protoplanetary discs – planet-disc interactions
1 INTRODUCTION
The wide range of outcomes of planet formation, as indi-
cated through exoplanet observations, reveals a tremendous
amount of information regarding the variability in planet
formation processes between different host stars (Borucki
et al. 2011; Batalha et al. 2013; Rowe et al. 2014; Morton
et al. 2016). Comparing with observed exoplanet properties
offers the best constraints on models of planet formation,
and we gain a better statistical understanding of outcomes
of planet formation as the observed sample grows with new
discoveries from TESS (Gandolfi et al. 2018; Huang et al.
2018). Additionally, as we are in the era of highly-resolved
disk images from ALMA and SPHERE (ALMA Partnership
? E-mail: alessimj@mcmaster.ca (MA); inglij1@mcmaster.ca
(JI); pudritz@mcmaster.ca (REP)
et al. 2015; Andrews et al. 2018; Avenhaus et al. 2018), we
can better understand the conditions within which planet
formation takes place.
The current state of observations therefore constrains
both the initial conditions for planet formation (the disks)
and the resulting planetary systems, bracketing each end of
the timeline of planet formation. Only in very select systems
has planet formation been observed “in action” within gaps
in these highly-resolved disk images (Keppler et al. 2018;
Ubeira-Gabellini et al. 2020). Rather, planet formation the-
ories are used and can be tested by how well they connect
these two endpoint categories of observational data.
In figure 1, we show the observed planet mass semi-
major axis (hereafter M-a) diagram with colour indicating
each planet’s detection method. Following, Chiang & Laugh-
lin (2013) and Hasegawa & Pudritz (2013), we divide the di-
agram into different zones outlining various planet popula-
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Figure 1. The observed planet mass semi-major axis distribution
is shown. We divide the M-a space into zones separating various
planet populations as suggested by Chiang & Laughlin (2013),
and include frequencies by which planets populate each region.
Zone 1 contains hot Jupiters; zone 2: period-valley giants; zone
3: warm Jupiters; zone 4: long-period giants; and the frequency-
dominating zone 5 contains super Earths and Neptunes. Colours
of data points indicate the planets’ initial detection technique.
These data were compiled using the NASA Exoplanet Archive,
current as of March 2, 2020.
tions or classes, with zones 1-5 corresponding to hot Jupiters,
period-valley giants, warm Jupiters, long-period giants, and
super Earths and Neptunes, respectively. In terms of fre-
quency, the zone 5 planets (super Earths and Neptunes)
dominate, indicating that planet formation mechanisms are
overall much more efficient in forming low-mass planets than
gas giants. The frequency of low mass planets relative to
giant planets is even greater once observational biases are
corrected for in occurrence rate studies (i.e. Santerne et al.
(2016); Petigura et al. (2018)). These biases lead to higher
observed rates of massive, close-in planets than their actual
frequency in the underlying exoplanet distribution.
In figure 2, we show the observed planet mass-radius
(hereafter M-R) distribution. The data is shown for low
planetary masses, as we will be comparing our computed
planet radii to the observed data over the super-Earth and
Neptune mass range in this work. As has often been noted
for all low mass planets, the observed distribution shows a
range of planet radii for any given mass (Carter et al. 2012;
Howard et al. 2012; Rogers 2015). We therefore emphasize
that super Earths and Neptunes in particular display a range
of observed mean densities. We also include observational
uncertainties for the low-mass M-R diagram, showing that
planets typically have quite large mass uncertainties from
their radial velocity measurement (due to the uncertain incli-
nation angle of the observed system) and better-constrained
radii from transit observations.
The observational data therefore shows that (1) super
Earths form frequently, and (2) they display a range of mean
densities. Earlier papers in this series centred on reproducing
the first observational result and comparing modelled planet
populations to the observed M-a relation.
In Alessi & Pudritz (2018) (paper I), we studied the
effect of forming planets’ envelope opacities on gas accretion
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Figure 2.We show the low-mass portion of the M-R diagram per-
taining to super Earths and Neptunes, plotted with observational
uncertainties. Across the entire super Earth mass range, planets
show a range of observed radii, and therefore have a range of mean
densities. These data were compiled using the NASA Exoplanet
Archive, current as of March 2, 2020.
rates, and resulting ratio of super Earths to gas giants. We
concluded that low settings of envelope opacities ∼ 0.001
cm2 g−1 were necessary to obtain a reasonable comparison
to the observed gas giant occurrence rate - orbital radius
relation.
Paper II in this series, Alessi et al. (2020), included
dust evolution through radial drift, and focused on deter-
mining the effect of the initial disk size on the resulting M-a
distribution. We found that, with planet formation at the
water ice line, the produced ratio of warm gas giants to su-
per Earths sensitively depend on the disk’s initial radius as
resulting from protostellar collapse. Intermediate disk sizes
of roughly 50 AU resulted in the richest super Earth pop-
ulation, whereas formation in both smaller and larger disks
resulted in more gas giants near 1 AU. In smaller disks (∼
30 AU), this was a result of larger gap-opening masses for
planets forming at the ice line, leading to gas accretion ter-
mination having a smaller impact. In large disks (∼ 65 AU),
a larger reservoir of dust in the outer disk radially drifted
into the ice line, leading to efficient planet formation.
In this work, we now focus on understanding the ob-
served M-R relation, moving forward using the optimal
model set up that resulted in the best fit to the M-a relation
from papers I & II. A planet’s radius is set by a combination
of its solid core and atmosphere properties. A big question
here is to what extent is the relation between properties of
populations in the M-a diagram also reflected in the M-R di-
agram. In the M-a diagram, our previous papers have shown
that orbital radii and masses are a consequence of action of
planet traps which also stamp a chemical signature on their
forming planets. This signature is, to some degree, impor-
tant in shaping the M-R diagram of the populations. Here we
explore these links not only for planetary cores1, but their
1 We refer to a planet’s entire solid component as the planetary
core, following nomenclature of core accretion models. This is not
to be confused with a planet’s iron core, being the innermost
region of a differentiated planet.
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atmospheres as well. We find two main compositions for su-
per Earths: those formed at dead zones which achieve a dry,
rocky composition, and those that have formed at the ice line
which have much more ice in the cores (the same result as
Alessi et al. (2017)). Atmospheres can mask the radius dif-
ferences derived from core properties except for planets at
small orbital radii such that photoevaporatiion strips their
atmospheres.
An advantage to our approach is in achieving variation
in both of these components within the super Earth popula-
tion. In the case of planet cores, different densities indicate
different compositions which are acquired during planet for-
mation. For planets with atmospheres, their transit radii are
measured at the optical depth τ = 2/3 surface. Thus, the
atmospheric scale height as set by the planet’s proximity to
its host star has a large effect on its transit radius2. How-
ever, this is contingent on planets accreting and retaining a
significant amount of gas during formation.
Core compositions are usually grouped into three cate-
gories of materials; irons, silicates, and water ice; with their
mass fractions used as inputs to structure calculations (i.e.
Valencia et al. (2006); Zeng & Sasselov (2013); Thomas &
Madhusudhan (2016)). Combining models of planet forma-
tion and protoplanetary disk chemistry is required for a com-
plete picture of how planets acquire their composition, as
this approach allows the composition of materials accreted
onto planets to be tracked throughout formation. This type
of approach that links planet composition to formation his-
tory has been used previously by many works, focusing on
both low-mass planets’ solid compositions (Bond et al. 2010;
Elser et al. 2012; Moriarty et al. 2014; Alessi et al. 2017)
and atmospheric signatures in gas giants (O¨berg et al. 2011;
Madhusudhan et al. 2014; Thiabaud et al. 2015; Cridland
et al. 2016; Eistrup et al. 2018; Cridland et al. 2019).
Outcomes of planet formation models are sensitive to
disk and host star properties, such as disk lifetime, mass, and
metallicity (Ida & Lin 2004; Mordasini et al. 2009; Hasegawa
& Pudritz 2012; Alessi et al. 2017). We therefore use the
technique of planet population synthesis in this series, where
observationally-constrained distributions of these disk pa-
rameters are sampled as inputs to core accretion (Pollack
et al. 1996) calculations of planet formation. This technique
has been used in previous works such as Ida & Lin (2008);
Mordasini et al. (2009); Hasegawa & Pudritz (2013); Bitsch
et al. (2015), and Ali-Dib (2017). In using population syn-
thesis, we account for the intrinsic variability in planet for-
mation conditions on outcomes of planet formation. This
method was used in previous entries in this series (Alessi
& Pudritz 2018; Alessi et al. 2020) to compare outcomes of
planet formation with the observed M-a distribution.
We combine our population synthesis models with disk
chemistry and planet structure calculations to produce an
M-R distribution than can be compared with observations.
We will therefore be connecting four planet properties- mass,
semi-major axis, radius, and composition- with formation.
Previously, Mordasini et al. (2012b) used a similar approach.
We expand upon this by considering a full equilibrium chem-
istry model to compute mineral abundances throughout the
2 We hereafter simply use planet radius when referring to a
planet’s transit radius
disk. There are also differences in the planet formation mod-
els; particularly our use of planet traps as barriers to other-
wise rapid type-I migration. Additionally, we will be using
planet formation tracks from Alessi et al. (2020) that in-
cluded a full treatment of dust evolution and radial drift, so
those effects will be included here when computing planet
compositions.
In our disk chemistry treatment, we include the ranges
of C/O and Mg/Si ratios observed in nearby F, G, and K-
type stars (Brewer & Fischer 2016), as well as non-Solar
metallicities. Disk abundances are sensitive to elemental ra-
tios (Bond et al. 2010; Santos et al. 2017; Bitsch & Battistini
2020), and this will therefore have an effect on planet com-
positions and radii. In addition, Sua´rez-Andre´s et al. (2018)
showed that correlations exist between both C/O and Mg/Si
with disk metallicity, and we include this stellar data in our
handling of elemental ratios as inputs to disk chemistry cal-
culations. We are therefore further connecting our resulting
M-R distribution to variability in planet-formation environ-
ments via the spread in observed elemental ratios affecting
disk chemistry.
Lastly, we emphasize that the treatment of planet at-
mospheres is crucial when computing planet radii as this is
the lightest component of a planet and therefore has a large
effect on a planet’s radius. Our planet formation model cal-
culates the amount of gas that is accreted onto planets dur-
ing the disk phase. As a new addition in this paper, here
we also consider what fraction of that gas is retained after
the disk has dissipated. Atmospheric mass-loss, or evapora-
tion, can occur on super Earths after the disk has dissipated,
driven either via photoevaporation due to high energy radi-
ation from the host-star (Owen et al. 2011; Lopez & Fortney
2013), or via the core-driven mass loss mechanism (Gupta
& Schlichting 2019, 2020).
Here we compute X-ray photoevaporation of planet at-
mospheres when computing planet radii. When calculating
atmospheric mass loss, we use planet properties (orbital
radii, core masses) as determined by our formation mod-
els; thereby linking outcomes of planet formation to post-
disk phase photoevaporative evolution of atmospheres. At-
mospheric evaporation has been previously included in pop-
ulation synthesis calculations, such as in Jin et al. (2014)
and Mordasini (2020). The FUV flux that is output from
the host star in photoevaporation models decreases with its
age. We self-consistently use the disk lifetimes - a varied pa-
rameter in our population synthesis calculations - as inputs
to this evaporation model, thereby including stellar variabil-
ity in our treatment of atmospheric mass loss.
This paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we
outline our model, emphasizing our treatment of disk chem-
istry, planet interior structures, and evaporation of super
Earth atmospheres. In section 3, we show resulting planet
compositions and mass-radius diagrams for our populations.
Section 4 focuses on the individual effects of disk C/O and
Mg/Si ratio on super Earth compositions. In section 5, we
discuss our results and implications of model assumptions,
and compare to other works. Lastly, we present our main
conclusions in section 6.
MNRAS 000, 1–27 (2020)
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2 MODEL
2.1 Planet Populations
Here we provide a brief summary of various needed com-
ponents of our previous extensive work on planet formation
and population synthesis models. We refer the reader to the
previous entries in this series, Alessi & Pudritz (2018) and
Alessi et al. (2020), for a complete model description.
Our planet formation model consists of several parts.
We use the Chambers (2009) semi-analytic disk model to
calculate evolving disk properties, including the midplane
temperature and pressure that define the local conditions
for our equilibrium chemistry model (see section 2.2). The
model is useful for our purposes as it includes disk evolu-
tion, as well as heating through both generalized viscosity
and host-star radiation. This is important in our approach as
the boundary between these two heating regimes is a planet
trap, namely the heat transition. This model assumes disk
evolution to take place via MRI-turbulence, and we set the
turbulent α parameter to 10−3 in our calculations. In Alessi
et al. (2017), we also incorporated evolution via photoevap-
oration into this model, and this update is included in all
papers in this series.
The Birnstiel et al. (2012) two-population dust model
is used to determine the radial- and time-dependent dust
surface densities, under the influence of radial drift, coagula-
tion, and fragmentation, where the energy threshold for frag-
mentation depends on the grains’ location in the disk with
respect to the ice line. While only computing dust evolution
at two sizes, this model achieves a good comparison with
the full simulations of Birnstiel et al. (2010a) at a reduced
computational cost. Radial drift is an important inclusion
as it greatly affects the solid distribution in disks. However,
following the conclusions of Birnstiel et al. (2010b); Pinilla
et al. (2012), we found in Alessi et al. (2020) that the ra-
dial drift rates of the Birnstiel et al. (2012) dust model are
quite high, as they do not allow disks to maintain extended
solid distributions over appreciable (∼ 1 Myr) disk evolu-
tion timescales. Nonetheless, we achieved a better compari-
son with the M-a distribution when we included the effects
of radial drift (Paper II), then when we did not (Paper I). In
particular, radial drift resulted in a larger super Earth pop-
ulation forming at smaller orbital radii; the subset of the
planet population we are focusing on in this paper.
We use the core accretion model of planet formation
(Pollack et al. 1996), and include the effects of planet migra-
tion under the trapped type-I and type-II migration regimes,
transitioning between the two at the gap-opening mass.
Planet traps, or locations of zero-torque on low-mass forming
planets from the summed planet-disk interaction, have been
shown to exist in numerical simulations of inhomogeneous
disks (Lyra et al. 2010; Baillie´ et al. 2015, 2016; Coleman
& Nelson 2016). The semi-analytic approach of Hasegawa
& Pudritz (2012, 2013) showed that, when incorporating
planet traps, the core accretion model achieves a good cor-
respondence with the observed M-a distribution.
Planet traps are central to our theory as they are bar-
riers to otherwise rapid type-I migration. The traps we in-
clude are the water ice line, the heat transition (separating
the inner, viscously heated region of the disk from the outer
region heated through stellar radiation), and the outer edge
of the dead zone (separating an inner, laminar disk mid-
plane from an outer, turbulent region). Our model considers
the Ohmic dead zone; the region in the disk midplane with
no turbulence due to Ohmic dissipation dominating. When
determining its location, we consider disk ionization to take
place via X-rays generated from accretion onto the host star.
The three traps we include are present within the
planet-forming region of the disk (. 10-20 AU), and traps
in the outer regions of the disk may slow core migration,
but do not lead to appreciable accretion rates onto trapped
cores. The location of the traps sets the regions in the disk
where low-mass cores accrete, and thus play an important
role in their final compositions. For typical disks, our mod-
els find that the dead zone is situated inside the ice line. By
contrast, the heat transition typically is outside the ice line
but, in sufficiently long-lived disks (& 3 Myr) evolves to lie
inside the ice line.
We use the population synthesis method to stochasti-
cally vary four parameters prior to each planet formation
model. The first three are the disk lifetime, mass, and metal-
licity, for which observationally constrained distributions are
used (see paper II, Alessi et al. (2020), for full description).
By including these, we are accounting for the variability
in formation environments on outcomes of planet forma-
tion. The fourth varied parameter sets the planets’ maxi-
mum attainable masses (pertaining only to gas giant for-
mation in sufficiently long-lived disks where runaway gas
accretion takes place). We set the range of this parameter’s
settings such that the mass range of gas giants corresponds
reasonably with the observed M-a distribution. Our popu-
lations consist of 3000 planet formation models, with 1000
per planet trap.
In figure 3, we show the main result of Alessi et al.
(2020): M-a distributions corresponding to two values of the
initial disk radius, R0, highlighting the effect of this parame-
ter on resulting planet populations. These distributions arise
solely from our planet formation models and are not cor-
rected for observational completeness limits. The R0 = 50
AU model (left panel) resulted in the largest super Earth
population, which is comprised of a mix of planets formed
in the ice line and dead zone traps. We also show a larger disk
size model, R0 = 66 AU (right panel), whereby a smaller,
but still appreciable super Earth population is formed in
this case from the heat transition and dead zone traps. At
this disk radius, the ice line mainly contributes to the zone 3
(warm gas giant) population and does not form many super
Earths. The larger disk size shifts the traps inwards (due to
lower surface density), such that the accretion rates within
the heat transition (situated furthest out in the disk among
the traps) becomes high enough for super Earth formation.
Our strategy in considering fixed settings of R0 in in-
dividual populations in paper II was to isolate the effect of
the initial disk radius on resulting planet populations. The
combination of a disk’s initial mass fM and radius R0 fixes
its initial surface density. For example the initial disk surface
density at 1 AU, which can be referred to as Σ0. By fixing
R0 and incorporating a full log-normal distribution of ini-
tial disk masses fM , we are effectively setting a log-normal
distribution of Σ0 that is sampled in population runs. Dif-
ferent fixed R0 values change the average of this Σ0 dis-
tribution, which physically caused the changes in resulting
populations we found in paper II, through its effect on disk
evolution and planet accretion timescales. One could take an
MNRAS 000, 1–27 (2020)
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Figure 3. M-a distributions are shown for planet populations from Alessi et al. (2020) with different initial disk radii: R0 = 50 AU (left)
and R0 = 66 AU (right). Zone 5 planets in the 50 AU population arise from formation in the ice line and dead zone traps, while those
from the 66 AU population are formed in the heat transition and dead zone traps.
alternate strategy of incorporating a full distribution of R0
values in a population, which, along with fM , will contribute
to the population’s overall Σ0 distribution. However, in this
approach, it would be difficult to discern the effect of R0 on
the synthetic population. As this was a main focus of pa-
per II (from which, populations are used to investigate their
M-R distributions in this work), the alternate approach of
investigating a fixed R0 was instead taken.
The populations in figure 3, being from our previous
work, do not include any effects of atmospheric mass-loss
through photoevaporation. As we will show in section 3, at-
mospheric photoevaporation changes the resulting M-a dis-
tribution by reducing atmospheric masses of Neptunes and
sub-Saturns at small orbital radii (ap . 0.1 AU), ultimately
producing super Earths at these small ap.
2.2 Disk Chemistry
We include simulations of disk chemistry in order to track
materials accreted onto planets formed in our populations.
To do so, we use an equilibrium chemistry approach, best
suited to calculating solid abundances as these materials
condense from gas phase on short timescales (Toppani et al.
2006). Equilibrium chemistry is suitable for our purposes
as we are mainly focused on tracking compositions of super
Earths whose masses are predominantly comprised of a solid
core. These compositions (along with mass, and semi-major
axis provided from the planet formation model) become in-
puts for calculating planet structures as described in section
2.3.
We provide the details of our disk chemistry calculations
in Appendix A, along with a complete list of the chemical
species included in table A1. We also refer the reader to
(Alessi et al. 2017) for a detailed description of our equilib-
rium chemistry approach that only considered Solar compo-
sition and metallicity, based off of Pignatale et al. (2011).
As an extension to the chemistry approach taken in
Alessi et al. (2017), this work also considers non-Solar disk
metallicity as well as non-Solar C/O and Mg/Si ratios.
Brewer & Fischer (2016) showed that F, G, and K-type
planet-hosting stars in the Solar neighbourhood display a
range in these elemental ratios. The values of C/O and
Mg/Si have a considerable effect on disk chemistry, as shown
in Bond et al. (2010). For example, the C/O ratio has an
impact on the water abundance throughout the disk, in
addition to affecting water vs. methane abundances in at-
mospheric chemistry (Mollie`re et al. 2015; Molaverdikhani
et al. 2019). The Mg/Si ratio sets the relative abundances of
the most abundant silicate-bearing minerals - enstatite and
forsterite (Carter-Bond et al. 2012).
When varying the disk C/O or Mg/Si ratio at a given
metallicity, we do so by changing both the elements’ abun-
dances so as to not change the disk metallicity. For example,
when increasing the disk C/O ratio at Solar metallicity, the
molar abundance of carbon is increased in equal parts to a
molar abundance decrease in oxygen, such that C/O is in-
creased to the desired value while the total molar amount
of carbon plus oxygen is kept the same. When varying the
metallicity, we maintain the abundance ratio between hy-
drogen and helium, as well as the ratios between all metals.
Thus at any metallicity, the molar ratios between metals are
held at Solar value, with the exception being C, O, Mg, and
Si when the relevant elemental ratio is set to a non-Solar
value.
In our fiducial chemistry run, we vary the C/O and
Mg/Si ratios with disk metallicity, in accordance with the
data presented in Sua´rez-Andre´s et al. (2018) for Solar-type
stars. Based on data from this work, we use the following
fits for the two elemental ratios,
C/O = 0.4 [Fe/H] + 0.47 ; (1)
Mg/Si = −0.2 [Fe/H] + 1.1 . (2)
We note that while these relations show the general trend of
the elemental ratios with metallicity, the stellar data shows
significant spread (in C/O & Mg/Si at a given metallicity)
that the above one-to-one relations do not capture. Nonethe-
less, by changing the C/O and Mg/Si ratios with metallicity
in this manner, we are accounting for their varying affects
on disk chemistry throughout the explored metallicity range
MNRAS 000, 1–27 (2020)
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in our planet populations. We recall that disk metallicity is
a stochastically-varied parameter in our planet populations
that is directly input into equations 1 & 2 when setting the
disk elemental ratios.
For completeness, we also have considered disk chem-
istry models where the C/O and Mg/Si ratios were held
constant (at both Solar and non-Solar values) with metal-
licity to see their individual effects on resulting abundances.
Results of these chemistry runs are shown in appendices A1
and D.
The time-dependent disk abundances computed using
the chemistry model are then used to calculate planet com-
positions throughout formation. This is done simply by
tracking each planet’s position and mass accretion rate
throughout disk evolution, and using the disk abundances
at that position to update the planet’s composition. We as-
sume that all solids accreted contribute mass to the planet’s
solid core, and do not consider any effects of ablation or
vaporization that would cause incoming solid material to
contribute to the planet’s atmosphere.
This assumption is particularly important to consider
in the case of water, where we assume all ice on accreted
planetesimals gets added to the final water and ice budget
of the planet - an input for the internal structure model. If
vaporization of water ice during planetesimal accretion was
considered, a portion of this would be lost to water vapour
that either remains in the planet’s atmosphere or is recycled
back into the disk. Thus, the planet ice mass fractions we
calculate are upper limits for our model.
However, it has been shown that that up to km-sized
planetesimals can accrete directly onto a planetary core
without mechanical/thermal disruption in its atmosphere
for envelope masses up to 3 M⊕ (Alibert 2017). This is well
within the super Earth atmospheric-mass regime, and in this
circumstance ice in accreted planetesimals can directly con-
tribute to the ice budget of the core. While disruption of
accreting solids can be an important factor affecting atmo-
spheric composition and opacity (Thiabaud et al. 2015; Mor-
dasini et al. 2015, 2016), based on the above result of Alibert
(2017) we do not expect this to significantly affect our com-
puted super Earth compositions. Additionally, while we do
directly calculate the amount of gas accreted onto planets
during their formation, we are not focused on accurately pre-
dicting their atmospheric compositions as we do not include
non-equilibrium disk chemistry effects that are important
for gas phase chemistry. Furthermore, our planet adiabatic
atmosphere model assumes a hydrogen and helium envelope
for which atmospheric composition has no effect.
2.3 Planetary Structure Model
Here we present a brief overview of our model of plane-
tary structures. Our approach follows that of many previ-
ous works. The complete description is given in appendix B
(Appendix B1 for the planetary core structure model, and
appendix B2 for the atmospheric structure).
2.3.1 Core Structure Model
We take planet masses, orbital radii, and compositions as
directly computed from the Alessi et al. (2020) planet for-
mation model. Planet masses are a combination of all solids
and gas accreted during formation, and here we first describe
the former.
Taking the approach of many previous works, we model
our planetary cores as differentiated spheres composed of
three bulk materials: iron, silicate (MgSiO3) and water ice
(Valencia et al. (2006), Seager et al. (2007), Zeng & Sas-
selov (2013)). Since the pressures inside a planetary core are
usually very high (>1010 Pa), we assume that pressure ef-
fects dominate over temperature effects on the density of
our materials, and therefore ignore temperature effects in
our model. The exception to this is the water ice compo-
nent that demands a temperature-dependent treatment, as
it is well-known to undergo a complex series of phase tran-
sitions with changes in temperature and pressure resulting
in sharp discontinuities in density that cannot be replicated
by a polytropic equation of state (Zeng & Sasselov (2013),
Thomas & Madhusudhan (2016)).
We therefore follow the approach of Zeng & Sasselov
(2013) and assume a relationship between ice temperature
and pressure by following the liquid-solid phase boundary of
water. We consider only solid phases that occur along the
melting curve, including Ice Ih, III, V, and VI (Choukroun
& Grasset (2007)), Ice VII, (Frank et al. (2004)), Ice X and
superionic ice (French et al. (2009)). This EOS employs a
combination of high-pressure experimental results (diamond
anvil cell testing, see Frank et al. (2004)) and theoretical
calculations (Quantum Molecular Dynamics simulations, see
French et al. (2009)).
For the solids in the core of our planets (irons and sil-
icates), where the temperature-independent assumption is
valid, we adopt the EOS used by Zeng & Sasselov (2013).
We include minor corrections for high pressure regions from
Fei et al. (2016).
2.3.2 Atmospheric Structure Model
We now briefly overview our treatment of atmospheric struc-
ture, and refer the reader to appendix B2 for further details.
We adopt the tabular Chabrier et al. (2019) hydrogen and
helium EOS to model the atmospheres of our planets.
While, in principle, we could track the composition of
accreted gas similar to our handling of solids, our disk chem-
istry model is not focused on accurately predicted abun-
dances of gaseous species as it does not account for photo-
chemistry or other non-equilibrium effects. Regardless, at-
mospheres acquired from the disk will be composed almost
entirely of hydrogen and helium, with other secondary gases
being substantially less abundant. We therefore treat our at-
mospheres as being composed entirely of a pure hydrogen-
helium mix at the Solar-abundance ratio3, and neglect other
trace elements for simplicity.
We also assume grey (wavelength-independent) opaci-
ties when computing atmospheric structure. Following these
assumptions, we use tables of Freedman et al. (2008) to de-
termine Rosseland-mean opacities throughout planets’ at-
mospheric temperature-pressure profiles. This opacity table
corresponds to a Solar-metallicity star, which is suitable for
3 We note that the ratio of hydrogren:helium does not change
regardless of the disk metallicity considered, as these abundances
are always scaled with metallicity such that the ratio is preserved.
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Figure 4. The computed structure for a sample ice line (top) and dead zone planet (bottom). On the left we show the pressure in each
layer of the planet, and on the right the pressure-temperature profile of its atmosphere, with the radiative zone shown in red, and the
convectively-stable region in black. Core masses, atmosphere masses, semi-major axes, and planet radii are listed in the figure. The ice
line core composition is 27.1% iron, 37.9% silicate, and 35.0% water ice; much more ice-abundance than that of the dead zone planet:
43.5% iron, 56.1% silicate, and 0.4% water.
our purposes as we assume atmospheres are composed en-
tirely of hydrogen and helium at Solar abundance.
A more rigorous opacity treatment would be to use a
semi-grey model (i.e. Guillot (2010)), which has been shown
to systematically produce larger planetary radii than those
computed resulting from our grey-opacity assumption (Jin
et al. 2014). However, this difference in planetary radii re-
sulting from different opacity treatments is significant only
for planets on particularly small orbital radii . 0.1 AU (Mor-
dasini et al. 2012a), and is generally a small difference (.1%)
for larger planetary orbits. We comment on how our assump-
tion of grey atmospheric opacities affects our results in sec-
tion 4.3.
We recall that planetary (transit) radii Rp are defined
at the τ = 2/3 optical depth surface in the atmosphere.
When modelling the atmosphere, thermal effects from stel-
lar heating and internal luminosity become significant and
we no longer use a zero-temperature approach as was done
for planetary cores. We use a simple grey model for our at-
mosphere with both adiabatic and radiative zones.
The internal luminosity of our planets is generated en-
tirely from radioactive decay of isotopes in the silicate layer,
and assumes no gravitational contraction. Internal heating
therefore scales with bulk silicate abundance as calculated
directly from combining our planet formation and disk chem-
istry models.
In Figure 4 we present our first result of the paper, in
which we contrast the computed structure for a sample ice
line and dead zone planet. We compare the pressure pro-
file of the two planets, as well as the pressure-temperature
profile of their atmospheres. We highlight the two atmo-
spheric zones (radiative and convective), and the vertical
line in the atmosphere profiles corresponds to a radiatively
stabled, isothermal surface layer.
We note that despite the dead zone planet having an
overall lower mass than the ice line planet, it has a higher
core pressure. It also has a larger range of temperatures in its
atmosphere. This is due to a combination of its smaller semi-
major axis, exposing it to a higher stellar flux, and also an
effect of its higher core mass and core silicate content giving
it a higher internal luminosity. Both planets also have a very
similar core radius, despite the dead zone having a core that
is 0.59 M⊕ more massive. This is because the ice line planet’s
core, while being less massive overall, has significantly more
ice resulting in a lower average density.
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2.4 Atmospheric Mass-Loss Model
As we are modelling planetary structure immediately after
formation, they typically have accreted an gas envelope with
mass determined in our planet formation model. It remains a
question, however, what portion of the gas accreted from the
disk will be retained by the planet as it cools. As gases are
the lowest-density materials acquired during formation, they
will have a much larger impact on planetary radii than ma-
terials contributing to the planet’s core. Atmospheric loss,
or evaporation, after the disk phase is therefore a crucial
consideration when determining planet radii.
We model atmospheric mass loss to be driven through
UV and X-ray photoevaporation from the host star, com-
bining models of Murray-Clay et al. (2009) and Jackson
et al. (2012), respectively. Power-law fits to measured in-
tegrated fluxes of young, Solar-type stars are used to deter-
mine the incident X-ray and EUV fluxes (Ribas et al. 2005).
In this calculation, energy from the received EUV flux on
each planet is converted into work that removes gas from
the planet, driving mass loss. We initiate the atmospheric
mass-loss model immediately after disk photoevaporation
at each disk’s lifetime which is a stochastically-varied pa-
rameter in our populations. We compute mass loss for each
planet to a time of 1 Gyr as we find that after several 100
Myr, mass loss rates are negligible as planets have either be-
come stripped, or will retain their remaining atmosphere. A
complete description of our treatment that follows previous
works is included in appendix C.
In figure 5 (left), we show the effect of our photoevap-
oration model on a sample of short-period planets selected
from our R0 = 50 AU population run. The planets were cho-
sen to highlight the significant effect evaporation can have
on planets with small semi-major axes. Immediately post-
formation, prior to the effects of evaporation, super Earths
in the 1-10 M⊕ mass range have larger radii than the ob-
served data due to their inflated atmospheres. We see that
evaporation acts to reduce these planets’ radii, also slightly
reducing their masses as the cores are stripped of gas, such
that after the Gyr of calculated evolution, they compare well
with the observed planets on the M-R diagram.
A subset of the planets shown in figure 5 form as Nep-
tunes with initial masses of 10-30 M⊕. These planets have
atmosphere masses & 50 % of the planet’s total mass im-
mediately after disk dissipation. Due to the close proxim-
ities to their host stars (with ap ' 0.01 AU), evaporation
has a substantial effect. In these cases, planets lose a sig-
nificant fraction of their masses and radii from evaporation.
This results in these planets, after evaporation, populating
the super-Earth region of the M-R diagram, comparing well
with the observed data.
We note that this sample of planets was chosen to be
illustrative, and evaporation will generally have a less signif-
icant effect on planets orbiting well outside of a few 0.1 AU.
This is particularly true in the case of Neptunes, where a sig-
nificant amount of ongoing mass loss needs to be sustained
to strip their cores, and the extreme effects shown in figure 5
will only apply to the shortest-period planets. Nonetheless,
evaporation can indeed have a significant effect on planet
masses and radii, even changing a planet’s class from a Nep-
tune immediately after formation to a super Earth after a
Gyr of post-disk evolution. It is therefore an important in-
clusion when comparing to both the observed M-R and M-a
diagrams.
In figure 5 (right), we show the effect of evaporation on
the complete R0 = 50 AU super Earth and Neptune popu-
lation. We plot the fraction as dependent on two key input
parameters: the planets’ orbital radii (which sets the XUV
flux), and their core masses (which sets the surface gravi-
ties). As previously discussed, within ∼ 0.1 AU evaporation
is extreme and typically results in total stripping. We find
that evaporation typically has minimal effect outside ∼ 0.8
AU. In the intermediate range of orbital radii, ∼ 0.1-0.8 AU
(between entirely stripped cores at small ap and no stripping
at larger ap), the fraction of atmosphere lost due to photo-
evaporation depends upon both the core mass and orbital
radius of the planet. Overall, most of the population loses
less than 20 % of its accreted atmospheric mass.
To quantify the dependence of the atmospheric mass
loss model on core mass and orbital radius, we obtain a core
mass (Mcore) - orbital radius fit to planets with ∼ 60 % of
their atmospheres stripped, resulting in,
Mcore = 4.5
( ap
0.1 AU
)−1.4
M⊕ . (3)
We select and fit to planets with roughly 60 % of their
accreted atmospheric mass stripped as this is an indicator
of planets that are significantly impacted by the mass-loss
model. A different choice of atmospheric mass loss fraction
would not change the Mcore ∼ a−1.4p scaling, but would affect
the factor 4.5 M⊕ in equation 3.
Jin & Mordasini (2018) find a scaling of Mcore ∼ a−1p for
their atmospheric mass-loss model4. We find that our fit has
a steeper scaling of Mcore with ap, indicating that our mass-
loss model strips planets of a given core mass over a smaller
range of orbital radii. We identify different assumptions for
the atmospheres’ opacities as the reason for the different
scalings and effectiveness of photoevaporative mass loss be-
tween the two models. Our model uses a grey atmospheric
opacity, while Jin & Mordasini (2018) use a semi-grey opac-
ity, resulting in larger planet radii (Jin et al. 2014). This
causes atmospheric mass-loss to be more significant due to
planet atmospheres filling out their Roche lobes over a larger
range of orbital radii.
3 METALLICITY-FIT DISK C/O & MG/SI
RATIOS: M-R DIAGRAMS AND SUPER
EARTH ABUNDANCES
We now turn our attention to planet compositions and mass-
radius diagrams for the main disk chemistry run where the
C/O and Mg/Si ratios are varied in accordance with fits
obtained from Sua´rez-Andre´s et al. (2018). We remind the
reader that this disk chemistry run uses stellar data to corre-
late these chemical ratios with disk metallicity - a parameter
incorporated into our population synthesis calculations. We
separately discuss composition results for the 50 AU and 66
AU populations.
4 The Jin & Mordasini (2018) fit indicates the most massive cores
at a given ap stripped of an atmosphere. It still serves a similar
purpose to our fit, however, indicating how the mass-loss model
depends on Mcore and ap.
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Figure 5. The effect of our atmosphere evaporation model is shown.
Left: A sample of short-period planets selected from the 50 AU population is used. Planets’ initial and final masses and radii are shown,
with colour indicating semi-major axes. The observed data is shown for comparison. Some of the chosen planets form as Neptunes with
initial masses & 10 M⊕, but lose their atmospheric mass as they evolve to populate the super Earth region of the M-R diagram and
compare well with observed data.
Right: Atmosphere mass loss fraction is plotted for the full R0 = 50 AU run’s super Earth and Neptune population. Effects of the two
key input variables to the evaporation model are shown - core mass and orbital radius - with evaporation being most extreme at small
core masses (low surface gravity) and small ap (high XUV flux). We show a fit to the planets with roughly 60 % of their atmospheres
stripped to show the dependence of the mass-loss model on core mass and orbital radius.
We refer the reader to appendix D for individual effects
of both elemental ratios, held constant with metallicity, on
planet populations.
3.1 50 AU Population
The R0 = 50 AU population from Alessi et al. (2020) leads
to the largest zone 5 planet population compared to other
initial disk radii. We recall from figure 3 (left panel) that
the super Earths from this population are predominantly
formed in the ice line and dead zone traps, with only a small
amount arising from the heat transition. Additionally, we
note that the ice line typically forms super Earths with or-
bital radii outside 0.8 AU, while those formed in the dead
zone have smaller orbits. There is a clear transition between
super Earths formed in the dead zone to those formed in the
ice line between 0.6-0.8 AU in this population.
In figure 6, we show the distributions of solid abun-
dances for super Earths formed in the ice line and dead
zone traps from the 50 AU population - the traps contribut-
ing the vast majority of zone 5 planets in this population.
We do not show the corresponding distribution for the super
Earths formed in the heat transition since they contribute
very little to this population’s zone 5 planets.
The ice line planets from this population accrete a sig-
nificant portion of their solid mass as ice, as these planets
form at the ice line for the entirety of their trapped type-
I migration phase. Their average ice abundance is ' 37.5
%, with a spread of & 5 % in ice content across all super
Earths formed in this trap. The range of ice contents in the
population’s super Earths is primarily caused by the corre-
sponding range in the disks’ ice budgets, set by the C/O
and Mg/Si ratios varied in correlation with disk metallicity
within the population. As discussed in section 2.2, low val-
ues of the C/O ratio and high values of Mg/Si lead to larger
water contents in the disk. The spread we see in the compo-
sition of ice line super Earths is therefore primarily due to
the range of the disk elemental abundances explored.
Type-II migration is a secondary effect on the ice line
planets’ compositions. The more massive super Earths will
have transitioned into the type-II migration regime, with a
migration timescale that is initially faster than the migration
rate of the ice line trap. These planets will no longer be
confined to the ice line trap, and will therefore spend the
last portion of their formation time accreting from within
the ice line. Since this material will be less ice abundant
than the local composition at the ice line, this secondary
effect caused by type-II migration will extend the low ice-
abundance portion of the distribution in figure 6 (left).
In the case of super Earths formed at the ice line, the
range seen in iron and silicate percent mass-abundances
within the population is in response to the range of ice abun-
dances. As shown previously (section 2.2 and figure A1) the
C/O and Mg/Si ratios do not affect the abundances of irons
and silicates throughout the disk, but do result in changes to
the disk’s water abundance. This therefore causes a variation
in the planets’ ice mass fractions, and in response to this the
mass fractions of irons and silicates change such that each
planet’s total solid composition sums to unity even though
the local disk abundance of these two components is not
affected by C/O or Mg/Si.
In figure 6, right, the solid abundance distribution for
the dead zone super Earths from the R0 = 50 AU popu-
lation is shown. These planets typically are quite ice-poor
compared to the ice line planets, with the majority of dead
zone super Earths having . 0.2 % of their solid mass in
ice. This is a result of the location of the trap itself within
the disk. While the dead zone is initially in the outer disk,
it quickly migrates within the ice line, existing well within
the ice line for the majority of the disk’s evolution (times
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Figure 6. We show solid abundance distributions for super Earths formed in ice line (left) and dead zone (right) in the R0 = 50 AU
population using the disk chemistry run with metallicity-fit C/O and Mg/Si ratios. Ice line planets have a ' 37.5 % ice mass abundance,
with a ∼ 5 % spread in all three components’ abundances. Dead zone planets are quite dry, with ice mass abundances . 0.2 %, and a ∼
5 % spread in irons and silicates with minimal variance in ice abundance.
& a few 105 years). Planets forming at the dead zone there-
fore spend most of their formation accreting solids devoid
of ice. There is a small amount variation here, with planets
in very short-lived disks having larger ice abundances from
solids accreted early in the disk evolution when the dead
zone was outside the ice line. However, these planets can be
seen as outliers, with the vast majority having quite small
ice abundances and little variation across the population.
We also notice that there is a & 5 % range in iron and
silicate mass abundances in the dead zone planets. Whereas
in the case of the ice line planets, the variation in these
components were in response to the different ice contents in
the population’s super Earths, there is no comparable range
in ice contents for dead zone super Earths. Therefore, the
range of iron and silicate abundances on these planets must
be caused by variations in the disk abundances.
Shown in figure A1 (Appendix A), the iron and sili-
cate abundance profiles are constant except for the inner-
most region of the disk, . 1 AU, where variance is seen.
This is indeed where the dead zone planets accrete due to
the trap quickly evolving to exist in the innermost region
of the disk. Planets forming in the dead zone are therefore
accreting solids from the region of the disk where iron and
silicate abundances have radial dependence, which results in
the range of iron and silicate mass fractions seen in figure 6,
despite the population of planets having minimal spread in
ice fractions.
In figure 7, we show the M-R distribution for zone 5
planets in the 50 AU population both before and after at-
mospheric photoevaporation are accounted for. The colour
scale indicates the planets’ semi-major axes, so as to indicate
the effect of atmospheric evaporation. We also include the
observed distribution in this planet mass range for compari-
son. We again notice the difference in typical orbital radii of
planets formed in the ice line and those formed in the dead
zone. The former results in planets that typically orbit at
∼ 1-2 AU, and the latter in planets on smaller orbits . 0.5
AU.
The three contours on the diagrams in figure 7 corre-
spond to different core-only compositions: that of the mean
ice line core composition, the mean dead zone core compo-
sition, and lastly a pure iron core. The contours have the
following power-law form,
Rp ∼Mβp , (4)
where the power-law index β=0.261 and 0.269 for the ice
line and dead zone contours, respectively. This has a good
correspondence with the power-law index given in Chen &
Kipping (2017), β = 0.2790+0.0092−0.0094, fit to observed masses
and radii of Terran worlds with no atmospheres.
Considering our M-R distribution prior to computing
atmospheric evaporation, we observe that the majority of
planets in this mass range form with atmospheres that con-
tribute a significant fraction of their radii in our popula-
tion model. This is indicated in the left panel of figure 7, as
the majority of planets have radii significantly above their
core-only radius as indicated by the contours. Only a small
number of planets form with no atmosphere (directly on the
core-only contour), and those that do are the lowest-mass
super Earths formed in the dead zone trap.
This has a significant effect on our comparison to the
data, before accounting for photoevaporation. Planets with
masses . 2-3 M⊕ are typically denser with less atmospheric
mass, and our computed M-R distribution compares rea-
sonably well with the observed data in this mass range.
However, at larger masses, planets have accreted enough at-
mospheric mass to greatly increase their radii. In turn, the
population’s planets have systematically larger radii than
the majority of the observed data. The discrepancy with the
data is more extreme in the case of Neptunes (planet masses
& 10 M⊕) whose radii are well above the observations. These
results indicate that (prior to including photoevaporation)
our model forms planets with larger radii than most of the
observed data due to the amount of gas they accrete during
the disk phase. It will therefore be important to include a
mechanism to reduce their radii (i.e. photoevaporative mass-
loss) in order to achieve a better comparison with the data.
We show the 50 AU population after the evaporation
model is calculated in figure 7, right panel. We see imme-
diately that the evaporation model strips the atmospheres
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Figure 7. The resulting M-R distribution for super Earths in the R0 = 50 AU population is shown before (left) and after (right)
atmospheric photoevaporation is included. Data point shapes indicate the trap they formed in, and colour indicates their orbital radii.
We have highlighted stripped hot Jupiters (H.J.) that appear in the post-photoevaporation (right) distribution; their masses initially
exceeding the zone 5 range and not appearing in the before photoevaporation (left) panel. We include three core only (no atmosphere)
M-R contours corresponding to different core compositions: mean ice line composition, mean dead zone composition, and a pure iron core.
For comparison, we also show the observed distribution. Evaporation is seen to completely strip planets at . 1 AU of their atmospheres.
of planets with smallest orbital radii (. 0.1 AU) as more
planets lie directly on the core radius contour. More dead
zone planets, as opposed to ice line planets, are completely
stripped as they have smaller orbital radii. In addition, the
evaporation model reduces the highest radii planets from the
original population, removing several of the “outliers” that
lied significantly above the observed distribution.
We identify the subset of stripped planets in figure 7,
right, that originally formed as hot Jupiters (zone 1 planets)
and underwent significant mass loss from photoevaporation,
evolving into the super Earth - Neptune mass range. These
planets formed with masses ∼ 30-100 M⊕ (ie. not the most
massive gas giants formed in the population) at particu-
larly small orbital radii < 0.1 AU. In terms of the entire
hot Jupiter population, we find that most planets are unaf-
fected by atmospheric loss, and only ∼ 10 planets that fit
the low mass and low orbital radius criteria are stripped to
contribute to the super Earth and Neptune population after
photoevaporation.
Extending the mass-loss calculation to the hot Jupiters
formed in our population is important, however, as it adds
more low radius planets at planet masses > 3 M⊕, improving
our comparison to the observed data. This also has impli-
cations for our resulting M-a distribution, which we discuss
later in this section.
The evaporation model certainly improves our popula-
tion’s comparison to the observed data, as it reduces the
radii of some planets that originally lied at large Rp. How-
ever, the evaporation model does not have a large effect on
the majority of planets in the population with orbital radii
& 0.2 AU. Since this is true for nearly all the ice line plan-
ets and a large portion of the dead zone planets, it remains
the case that when comparing with the data, most planets
with masses & 2-3 M⊕ have larger radii than the majority of
the observed data points at a given planet mass, even after
photoevaporation is considered.
In figure 8, we link our computed M-R distribution with
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Figure 8. The mass-radius diagram is shown for the super Earths
in the 50 AU population, with colour indicating the planets’ ice
contents and point shape the planet trap they formed in, or if
the planets were stripped hot Jupiters. We use the same M-R
contours from figure 7 (a mean ice line-composed core, a core
with mean dead zone composition, and a pure iron core), along
with the observed data for comparison.
planet composition. The colour scale now indicating planets’
ice contents, the main indicator of planets’ solid composi-
tions, and the population is shown post-evaporation. As pre-
viously discussed, the ice contents of super Earths formed in
our model is bimodal, with dead zone planets being nearly
devoid of ice and ice line planets accreting ∼ one-third of
their solid mass as ice. Since most of the stripped cores are
dead zone planets (due to their lower orbital radii), this re-
sults in most planets without atmospheres in this population
being ice-poor.
Both the dead zone and ice line contribute to the ma-
jority of planets that are unaffected by evaporation with
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Figure 9. Left: The mass semi-major axis distribution is shown for the R0 = 50 AU population over the extent of zone 5. Colours
of data points indicate the planets’ ice content, with point shape corresponding to the trap they formed in. We separately highlight
stripped hot Jupiters (H.J.) that, following photoevaporation, evolve to become short-period super Earths or Neptunes. Right : Solid
abundance distribution is shown for all planets that populate the Kopparapu et al. (2014) habitable zone. This subset of the population
is predominantly formed in the ice line, so the distribution mainly resembles the overall population’s ice line super Earth distribution,
with a small amount of outliers formed in other traps.
masses & 2-3 AU. We see that, despite these planets hav-
ing different core compositions, and thus different core radii,
they occupy the same region of the M-R diagram. We there-
fore conclude that planet atmospheres have the largest effect
on a planet’s overall radius, and can hide most differences
in core radii derived from solid compositions. The effect of
solid compositions on planet radii can only be seen in the
case of completely stripped cores, which would lie near their
respective M-R contours. In this case, ice line cores would
exist at larger Rp than dead zone cores due to their different
ice contents. However, as most planets in the population re-
tain their atmospheres this is not the case (particularly for
ice line planets).
In figure 9, left, we show the M-a distribution of zone 5
planets for the 50 AU population, with data points’ colours
indicating their ice mass fraction. The distribution is shown
after photoevaporation, so planet masses are updated with
respect to the amount of gas that was lost. Following the
results shown in figure 6, we again see that planets formed
in the dead zone are ice-poor, while those formed in the
ice line have significant ice mass fractions. Additionally, the
small number of heat transition super Earths show a range in
ice mass fractions - a result that will become more apparent
in the 66 AU population.
We again identify the subset of atmosphere-stripped
hot Jupiters (zone 1 planets) that evolved into the super
Earth - Neptune mass range in figure 9 (left). These planets
formed as sub-Saturns at small orbital radii, corresponding
to a small fraction (∼ 10 planets) of the entire hot Jupiter
(zone 1) population. These planets add to the super Earth
population that was directly formed (i.e. prior to photoe-
vaporation), leading a total zone 5 (super Earth & Neptune)
formation frequency of 52.7% after photoevaporation is in-
cluded. This corresponds to roughly a 1% increase in the
zone 5 population beyond what was formed directly during
the disk phase, having a frequency of 51.7% as in figure 3,
left.
Evaporation has the largest effect on planet masses
when planets form at small orbital radii, and can result in
total atmospheric stripping form planets at ap < 0.1 AU.
At these orbital radii, our planet formation model does not
directly form super Earths, but does form planets having
masses & 10 M⊕. In particular, the Neptunes (10-30 M⊕)
and sub-Saturns (30-100 M⊕) that form at these small ap
have their masses greatly affected by photoevaporation, as
they are not massive enough to retain their accreted atmo-
spheres. This results in partial or complete stripping of these
planets by the high FUV flux they receive, and their masses
evolve to super Earths (1-10 M⊕).
On this basis, we see that photoevaporation may be a
very important way of forming super Earths at small orbital
radii (0.01 - 0.1 AU). Planets can first form as Neptunes or
sub-Saturns at small ap, accreting significant gas from the
disk phase. Following this, photoevaporation strips their at-
mospheres, reducing their masses to the super Earth range
of 1-10 M⊕. This is a region of the M-a diagram that our
planet formation models were unable to directly populate
(Alessi & Pudritz (2018) and Alessi et al. (2020)) before at-
mospheric mass loss was considered. Our formation model,
setting the conditions for the post-disk phase evolution, pro-
duces sufficient Neptunes and sub-Saturns at these small ap
that are greatly affected by atmospheric mass loss and evolve
to become short-period super Earths.
From a formation standpoint, super Earths are tradi-
tionally viewed as failed cores in the core accretion scenario,
as their gas accretion timescales surpass the disk lifetime
and their formation halts at moderate masses. Adding at-
mospheric evaporation into our models adds another route
by which super Earths can form. In this case, they indi-
rectly form; first by accreting a fairly substantial amount
of gas (i.e. a Neptune or sub-Saturn) at small orbital radii,
with subsequent atmospheric stripping from photoevapora-
tion evolving the planets’ masses to become super Earths.
This is only a viable formation scenario for planets at small
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ap . 0.1 AU, whereas the former “direct” formation scenario
can take place over a wider range of semi-major axes.
Typically, in all but these planets at small ap, evapo-
ration does not have a large effect on planet masses even
in the case of completely stripped cores. As a small atmo-
sphere mass can result in a large increase in planet radius,
stripping typically has a much greater effect on Rp than Mp.
Therefore, the M-a diagram after evaporation is largely un-
changed (comparing with figure 3), aside from Neptunes and
sub-Saturns within 0.1 AU.
We see in figure 9 that there is a clear division in orbital
radius at roughly 0.8 AU between planets formed in the
dead zone at small orbital radii, and those formed in the
ice line at larger separations. In terms of compositions, this
translates into a separation in orbital radius between ice-
rich and ice-poor super Earths, with the majority of the
former orbiting at 1-2 AU from their host stars, and the
latter mostly orbiting within 0.8 AU.
An intriguing question for astrobiology is what the com-
position of habitable super Earth planets are. We can answer
this, for our models, by examining the composition of super
Earths that receive a flux comparable to that of habitable
planets in our Solar system. We use the results of Kopparapu
et al. (2014) to define the habitable zone region in figure
9. Although this habitable zone calculation is based upon
assuming an Earth-like planet, it does consider the effects
of different atmosphere composition and a range of planet
masses between 0.1-5 M⊕. We their presented ranges of ef-
fective incident flux corresponding to a Solar stellar temper-
ature to define the habitable zone, as our planet formation
model assumes a Sun-like star. This leads to a habitable zone
orbital radius range of 0.91 AU 6 ap 6 1.67 AU.
In figure 9, right, we focus, accordingly, upon the solid
abundance distribution of super Earths occupying the hab-
itable zone from the 50 AU population. We see that the
majority of these planets formed in the ice line - a result of
nearly all super Earths with ap & 1 AU formed in the ice
line in this population. Therefore, the habitable zone planets
are almost entirely a subset of the total ice line population.
Their solid abundance distribution largely resembles that
shown for all ice line planets (figure 6, left) with a small
number of outliers formed in the other two traps having dif-
ferent compositions.
3.2 66 AU Population
We now show composition and radius results for the zone 5
planets formed in the R0 = 66 AU population, using the disk
chemistry run considering metallicity-fit C/O and Mg/Si
ratios. The super Earths in this population are primarily
formed in the dead zone and heat transition, with only a
small amount formed in the ice line. While the 50 AU pop-
ulation saw a clear separation between the dead zone and
ice line super Earths, there is substantially more overlap be-
tween the dead zone and heat transition super Earths within
the 66 AU population. In comparison to the 50 AU case, the
dead zone super Earths in the 66 AU population form with
slightly larger orbital radii, and should be less-affected by
evaporation. Additionally, there are more low-mass super
Earths (planet masses 1-3 M⊕) in this population compared
to the 50 AU case.
In figure 10, we show solid abundance distributions of
the 66 AU population’s super Earths, separately plotting
those formed in the heat transition and dead zone traps. We
do not include a distribution for the small number of super
Earths formed in the ice line in this population.
The heat transition planets show a large range in ice
abundance from 5 % up to 58 %. This large variance in super
Earth abundance is a result of the interesting evolution of
the trap itself, which typically begins outside the ice line
for the first ∼ 2-3 Myr before evolving to exist inside the ice
line at later stages of disk evolution (in sufficiently long-lived
disks). The heat transition therefore can sample solids across
a wide span of orbital radii throughout the disk, accreting
both ice-rich and ice-poor material.
The large range of ice mass fractions on super Earths
formed in the heat transition is a consequence of accretion
both outside and inside the ice line, with the more ice-poor
super Earths spending more of their formation accreting
solids inside the ice line. Within a disk’s evolution, the rela-
tive amount of time the heat transition exists outside the ice
line to inside the ice line is dependent on disk parameters,
spending more time inside the ice line in disks with lower
surface densities (lower mass and larger radius) and longer
lifetimes. Since disk initial mass and lifetime are both varied
parameters in the population, this leads to the heat transi-
tion spending different relative amounts of time outside and
inside the ice line in different disks, and to the large range
of ice abundances encountered in this subset of the super
Earth population.
The heat transition is able to form the most ice abun-
dant super Earths in our models - even larger ice mass frac-
tions than those resulting from formation in the ice line.
This occurs in the case where solid accretion occurs entirely
outside the ice line, in the region of the disk with maximum
ice abundance. This would pertain to disks with sufficiently
short disk lifetimes such that the heat transition does not
evolve to within the ice line.
As was the case for the ice line planets in the 50 AU
population, the large variances seen in the mass abundances
of irons and silicates are in response to the range of mass
abundance in ice within the population. This is because the
heat transition planets accrete solids from outside ∼ 1 AU
- the region of the disk where iron and silicate abundances
show no radial variation.
The distribution of dead zone planets in the 66 AU pop-
ulation is very similar to that of the 50 AU population. As
expected from our previous results, these planets are the
most ice poor super Earths formed in the populations, typi-
cally having ice mass fractions less than 0.2 %. Additionally,
there is a & 5 % spread in iron and silicate mass abun-
dances despite minimal variation in ice mass fraction. This
is caused by the dead zone super Earths accreting from the
inner region of the disk (. 1 AU) where the iron and silicate
abundances show variation with orbital radius.
In figure 11 we show the M-R distribution for zone 5
planets in the 66 AU population, both before and after at-
mospheric evaporation is calculated. We include the same
core M-R contours from figure 7: cores with the mean ice line
composition from the 50 AU population, and cores with the
mean dead zone composition. As we have shown, the heat
transition planets formed in this 66 AU population show a
wide range of solid compositions that no individual mass-
radius contour can characterize. We therefore show the con-
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Figure 10. We show solid abundance distributions for zone 5 planets formed in the heat transition (left) and dead zone (right) in the R0
= 66 AU population, using the disk chemistry run with metallicity-fit C/O and Mg/Si ratios. Heat transition planets show a large range
in abundances of all three components, with ice fractions ranging from ∼ 5 % to 58 %. Dead zone planets show a similar composition
distribution to the 50 AU population, with most of the planets being dry (. 0.2 %) and a ∼ 5 % spread in iron and silicate abundances.
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Figure 11. The R0 = 66 AU population’s M-R distribution is shown before (left) and after (right) atmospheric photoevaporation
is calculated. Data point colour indicates planets’ orbital radii, with shape indicating the planet trap they formed in or if the planets
are stripped hot Jupiters (H.J., in the after photoevaporation panel). The core-only contours are the same as in figure 7: mean ice line
composition (for the 50 AU population), mean dead zone composition, and a pure iron core. Stripping plays a smaller role here than in
the 50 AU population due to planets having larger orbital radii.
tour corresponding to the mean ice line composition from
the 50 AU population to indicate where ice-rich cores with
no atmospheres would lie.
The colour scale shows that planets formed in the heat
transition and dead zone traps have similar orbital radii,
typically outside a few tenths of an AU. In contrast to the 50
AU population, there are fewer planets at very small orbital
radii . 0.1 AU, so evaporation plays a less significant role.
As was the case with the 50 AU population, most plan-
ets form in this R0 = 66 AU run having accreted enough
atmosphere to significantly contribute to their overall radii.
This is seen in the “before evaporation” (left) panel of figure
11, as most planets lie well above the core-only contours.
We also find the same conclusion here that planets in the
1-3 M⊕ range compare quite well to the observed data, while
those at higher masses accrete sufficient gas such that their
radii are larger than the bulk of the observed distribution.
However, it is interesting that in the 66 AU population, the
planets with masses & 3 M⊕ generally have smaller radii
and compare better to the data than those from the 50 AU
population. We notably form less planets with extremely
large Rp in the 66 AU population that lie well above all of
the data at a given Mp as we saw in the 50 AU population.
The 66 AU population is also skewed to lower planet
masses than the 50 AU run. As a larger portion of the 66
AU population lies in the 1-3 M⊕ range, there is a somewhat
better fit to the observed data even before evaporation is
included.
Turning to the right panel of figure 11, we examine
the 66 AU population’s M-R distribution after atmospheric
evaporation has been calculated. We see that only a small
number of planets are stripped in this population, evolving
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Figure 12. The mass-radius distribution is shown for the 66 AU
population post-evaporation model. Data point colours indicate
the planets’ ice mass fractions. Point shapes indicate the trap
each planet formed in, or if planets formed as hot Jupiters (H.J.)
whose atmospheres were stripped. The same core only M-R con-
tours from figure 11 are shown: a mean ice line-composed core
(from the 50 AU population), a core with mean dead zone com-
position, and a pure iron core. There is significant overlap in the
M-R distribution between ice-rich and ice-poor cores, indicating
that atmospheres play the most significant role in affecting planet
radii.
to lie near the core-only radii denoted by the contours. The
planets that are stripped typically have orbital radii . 0.1
AU. Since the majority of the population orbits outside a
few 0.1 AU, atmospheric evaporation does not result in a
significant change to planet radii for all but a small num-
ber of of short-period planets that are completely stripped.
We do note that some planets at a few 0.1 AU, while not
completely stripped, lose some of their atmospheric mass
resulting in a ∼ 10% change in their radii.
Additionally, there are ∼ 10 planets that originally form
as zone 1 hot Jupiters that are significantly affected by at-
mospheric mass loss, resulting in them evolving to the super
Earth mass range (these are highlighted in figure 11). This
improves our comparison to the observations by contribut-
ing more low Rp (stripped) planets at larger masses > 3 M⊕.
Atmospheric mass loss does ultimately improve the 66 AU
population’s comparison to the data through reducing plan-
ets’ radii, however most planets that form in this population
are unaffected by the atmospheric mass-loss process.
In figure 12, we show the M-R distribution for the 66
AU population following the evaporation model, now high-
lighting planets’ solid composition with colour scale indi-
cating their ice mass fraction. We arrive at the same result
as we did from figure 8 - namely that planet atmospheres
play the most significant effect on overall radii, and can hide
any differences in solid core radii that arise from differences
in compositions. This is seen from the majority of planets
whose accreted atmospheres are retained. These planets oc-
cupy the same region of the M-R diagram (well above the
core-only contours) regardless of solid composition or the
trap they formed in.
Only in the case of the small number of planets with
no atmospheres, arising either through no gas accreted from
formation or through stripping, do we find radius differences
between planets being caused by differences in compositions.
These planets are near the core contours on the M-R distri-
bution, and we can clearly distinguish the denser dead zone
cores from the heat transition cores at somewhat larger radii
as caused by their higher ice mass fractions.
In figure 13 (left), we show the 66 AU population’s
zone 5 M-a distribution, with data point colours indication
planets’ ice mass fractions. Following the results already dis-
cussed for this population, the heat transition planets show
a large range in compositions, and typically those orbiting
at larger semi-major axes have higher ice mass fractions.
This is as a result of heat transition planets with larger ap
typically accreting more of their solids outside the ice line,
and therefore being more ice-rich than those with smaller
ap. The dead zone planets all have similar ice-poor compo-
sitions, with little variation. The small number of ice line
planets are also shown on this figure, with masses in the
10-30 M⊕ range and therefore can be considered Neptunes.
Their solid compositions are very similar to the 50 AU ice
line planets, with ice mass fractions of ' 0.35-0.4.
We arrive at the same result as the 50 AU population;
namely that evaporation does reduce the planet masses of
Neptunes (10-30 M⊕) and sub-Saturns (30-100 M⊕) on small
orbits (. 0.1 AU) to . 10 M⊕. We re-iterate our previ-
ous conclusion that this is another means of forming super
Earths in addition to the “failed core” scenario - planets can
first accrete substantial gas during the disk phase, forming as
Neptunes or sub-Saturns, and have subsequent photoevap-
orative mass-loss strip their atmospheres and reduce their
masses to that of a super Earth. There is a smaller number
of these planets in the 66 AU population than there was in
the 50 AU case, however, and they evolve to masses & 8-10
M⊕ instead of filling out the full 1-10M⊕ super Earth mass
range. This results in the short period (ap < 0.1 AU) super
Earth (Mp < 10 M⊕) region of the M-a space largely unpop-
ulated in the 66 AU model, even after photoevaporation is
included. We contrast this with the 50 AU population (fig-
ure 9), whereby a number of planets populate this region of
the M-a diagram. We further discuss the implications of this
result in section 4.6.
In the 66 AU population, we generally find little differ-
ence in the overall M-a distribution of zone 5 planets before
and after evaporation is included (comparing figure 3 with
13). Outside of ∼ 0.1 AU, where most zone 5 planets form
in the 66 AU model, evaporation has little effect on planet
masses, leaving the overall M-a distribution mostly unaf-
fected. Similar to the 50 AU model, there are ∼10 stripped
sub-Saturns that evolve into the zone 5 mass-range, increas-
ing the zone 5 population to 32.4% beyond what was formed
directly, without considering atmospheric mass-loss (31.7%,
see figure 3 right). As we found in the 50 AU model, through
atmospheric stripping of sub-Saturns, photoevaporation in-
creases the zone 5 formation frequency by ∼ 1% from what
formed directly during the disk phase.
In contrast to the 50 AU population, there is signifi-
cantly more overlap (and no clear transition) in semi-major
axis between the dead zone and heat transition super Earths.
The orbital radii of dead zone planets in the 66 AU popula-
tion are typically slightly larger than those formed in the 50
AU population, which leads to some overlap with heat tran-
sition planets between 0.3-0.9 AU. Outside of this region at
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Figure 13. Left: We show the M-a distribution for the 66 AU population over the extent of zone 5. Data points’ colours and shape
indicate planets’ ice contents and planet traps, respectively. We highlight planets as stripped hot Jupiters (H.J.) that form as zone 1
planets at small ap, but evolve via photoevaporation into the zone 5 M-a space. Right : The solid abundance distribution is plotted for
the subset of the population within the Kopparapu et al. (2014) habitable zone. Most of these planets are formed in the heat transition,
so the habitable zone planets show a wide range in compositions, similar to the distribution for all heat transition planets.
ap > 0.9 AU, super Earths are almost entirely formed in the
heat transition.
In figure 13, right, we show the distribution of super
Earth compositions that lie within the Kopparapu et al.
(2014) habitable zone for the 66 AU population. Since the
heat transition forms most super Earths outside of 0.9 AU,
heat transition planets are the most prominent habitable
zone planets in this population, with only a small number of
dead zone planets contributing to the population. The solid
abundance distribution therefore closely resembles that of
the heat transition. This results in a large degree of com-
positional variety in habitable planets formed in the 66 AU
population as a result of planet formation in the heat tran-
sition. Whereas in the 50 AU population, the predominance
of ice line planets in the habitable zone lead to a quite uni-
form composition, in the 66 AU case we see a large range of
habitable zone super Earth compositions as a result of them
mainly being formed in the heat transition.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Comparison with M-R distribution
In both the R0 = 50 AU and 66 AU populations, the models’
M-R distributions prior to evaporative evolution compared
reasonably with the observations for planet masses . 2-3
M⊕. At larger masses, we still achieve a reasonable com-
parison with the data, but only match well with observed
planets with highest radii at a given mass. Planets formed
in our populations at masses & 3 M⊕ typically have radii
that are larger than most of the observed distribution.
We therefore identify masses of about 2-3 M⊕ as the
transition between planets whose radii are predominantly
solid cores at lower masses, and planets at higher masses
whose radii have a large contribution from a gaseous en-
velope, following the idea that a small amount of accreted
atmosphere can heavily increase a planet’s radius (Lopez &
Fortney 2013). This also raises the question of if there are
additional means beyond photoevaporation (as explored in
this work) to reduce planet radii, and improve our model’s
comparison with the M-R distribution.
4.2 Reducing Planet Radii: Envelope Opacities of
Forming Planets
We first explore this from a formation perspective. As we
have identified, planet’s with masses & 3 M⊕ have accreted
enough gas during the disk phase such that their radii are
larger than most of the observed data. Gas accretion rates
in our models is determined by the atmospheres’ envelope
opacities, κenv. This parameter was studied in detail in
Alessi & Pudritz (2018), where we concluded that a low value
of roughly κenv ∼0.001 cm2 g−1 was required to achieve a
reasonable comparison with the observed gas giant frequency
- orbital radius distribution. While we did not explore differ-
ent settings of the envelope opacity aside from our best-fit
value (as determined from paper I) in this work, we discuss
the impact of this parameter on the M-R relation here.
Higher envelope opacities would lead to two differences
in the resulting super Earth population. First, the mass at
which gas accretion begins (the critical core mass) would be
larger, and this would lead to our “transition mass” (sepa-
rating core-dominated planets, and those with radii heav-
ily influenced by gaseous envelopes) of 2-3 M⊕ shifting to
higher masses. This would lead to a larger range of small
planet masses where radii remain small and maintain a good
comparison with the observed distribution. The second ef-
fect a higher envelope opacity would have is that once gas
accretion begins, its rate would be reduced compared to a
smaller envelope opacity. Less gas on super Earths would
lead to smaller planet radii above the “transition mass”,
which would also improve our comparison to the M-R re-
lation, even before considering post-disk phase mass loss.
While increasing the envelope opacity may improve our
comparison to the M-R data in the super Earth-Neptune
mass range, changing its setting does not come without con-
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sequences in terms of our comparison with the M-a distri-
bution. As we showed in Alessi & Pudritz (2018), even a
small increase in envelope opacity from 0.001 cm2 g−1 to
0.003 cm2 g−1 reduces a rich warm gas giant population to
near zero, with larger envelope opacities seeing an increase
in gas giant formation frequencies at smaller orbital radii (ie.
hot Jupiters). This disagrees with the gas giant frequency-
period relation from occurrence rate studies, that show gas
giant frequency to peak within the warm Jupier ap range
(Cumming et al. 2008), supporting our use of smaller enve-
lope opacities in this work.
4.3 Reducing Planet Radii: Photoevaporative
Mass Loss
In this work, we considered photoevaporation as a means of
reducing planet radii through atmospheric loss to improve
our comparison with the M-R distribution. Photoevapora-
tion is indeed an important inclusion in our models for this
purpose, as planets at low orbital radii . 0.1 AU can be
entirely stripped of their atmospheres, reducing their radii.
In the case of planets above 2-3 M⊕ that originally were at
higher Rp than most of the observed data, atmospheric loss
improved our models’ comparison to the M-R distribution
through reducing these planets’ radii. Photoevaporation also
impacts planets at a few tenths of an AU depending on their
core masses.
Most of the super Earths we form in our models, how-
ever, have larger orbital radii such that they are not im-
pacted by photoevaporation. Ice line planets in the 50 AU
population, for example, all have orbital & 0.8 AU. This re-
sulted in the majority of planets in both populations having
negligible atmospheric loss, and therefore no reduction in
their radii that resulted from formation. As the statistical
majority of super Earths, then, are unaffected by photoe-
vaporation, its ability to improve our comparison to the ob-
served M-R data through stripping atmospheres is limited.
It is possible that using a higher setting of atmospheric
opacity, or a semi-grey model, would increase the effective-
ness of stripping as planet radii would be larger, particularly
within ap <0.1 AU (Jin et al. 2014). This would be the case
as planets would fill out a larger portion of their Roche lobes
over a larger range of ap, increasing photoevaporative mass-
loss rates. However, we note that such a change in treatment
in atmospheric opacity would not significantly affect our re-
sulting M-R distribution for two reasons.
We first recall that the majority of super Earths in our
populations form near ∼ 1 AU, where changing from a grey
to semi-grey opacity treatment has only a small increase on
planet radii (.1%). Even if the effect orbital radius range
where atmospheric stripping occurs is increased (for exam-
ple, to a few tenths of an AU), most planets produced in
our populations would still remain unaffected as they from
at larger ap. Furthermore, the . 1% change in their radii
resulting from the different opacity treatment would only
increase the degree to which they are displaced with the
M-R data (in terms of Rp) at Mp > 3 M⊕.
For the second reason, we notice that planet radii are
only significantly affected by atmospheric opacity within
ap < 0.1 AU, which is the region over which entire atmo-
spheric stripping already occurs in our model with the cur-
rent assumptions (ie. a grey opacity). We re-iterate that a
change to a semi-grey opacity treatment could extend the
effective ap range where stripping occurs (i.e. to a few 0.1
AU), but this would only affect a small number of addi-
tional planets (beyond those that are already stripped in
the grey-opacity treatment) as most super Earths form in
our populations closer to 1 AU.
4.3.1 Short-period super Earths: Additional Formation
Scenario
One key improvement photoevaporation does have (in addi-
tion to reducing a small number of stripped planets’ radii) is
contributing an additional means of forming super Earths,
specifically at small orbital radii. Previous versions of our
population models have been unable to produce a signifi-
cant number of super Earths at ap . 0.1 AU, and planets
that form at these small orbital radii are typically at least
Neptune or sub-Saturn masses, having accreted a significant
amount of gases. These planets are heavily impacted by pho-
toevaporation due to their close proximities to their host
stars. Stripping of these planets’ atmospheres then reduces
their masses to that of super Earths, populating a region of
the M-a diagram we previously were unable to form planets
in.
Photoevaporation adds an additional formation sce-
nario for super Earths beyond the traditional “failed core”
scenario (i.e. Alibert et al. (2006); Mordasini et al. (2009);
Rogers et al. (2011); Hasegawa & Pudritz (2012); Alessi et al.
(2017)) albeit restricted to small ap; planets can form as
Neptunes or sub-Saturns close to their host star, whereby
post-disk phase their atmospheres are photoevaporated, re-
ducing their masses. Our result is in agreement with those
found from previous works (i.e. Owen & Wu (2013); Jin
et al. (2014)). Super Earths can therefore either be plan-
ets that fail to accrete significant amounts of gas during the
disk phase, or planets who accrete, then lose gas by photoe-
vaporation that sets in once the disk dissipates. Our model
predicts super Earths at larger orbital radii ∼ 1 AU to much
more likely have formed via the first “failed core” scenario.
We have found that stripping of sub-Saturns adds only a 1%
increase to the super Earth population that forms directly
from the disk phase, and is therefore a secondary effect in
our models.
4.4 Reducing Planet Radii: Core-Powered Mass
Loss
A post-disk mass loss mechanism would have a greater im-
pact on our comparison to the observed M-R distribution
if it affected planets over a larger extent of orbital radii.
As we have discussed, photoevaporation only strips planet
atmospheres at ap . 0.1 AU, and can reduce a portion of
atmospheric mass out to a few tenths of an AU depending
on the planet’s core mass. It is restricted to small ap as plan-
ets need to receive a high enough FUV flux in order to be
affected by photoevaporation.
An alternative post-disk phase atmospheric mass loss
mechanism is core-powered mass loss (Gupta & Schlicht-
ing 2019). Both photoevaporation (Owen & Wu 2013) and
core-powered mass loss have been shown to reproduce the
location of the radius valley near 1.5 R⊕ where the planet
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occurrence rate is reduced, separating super Earths that
are stripped of atmospheres from sub-Neptunes that retain
their primordial atmospheres. The core-powered mechanism
drives atmospheric mass loss by young planets radiating
away their heat of formation, and therefore may impact
planets over a wider extent of ap. However, as Gupta &
Schlichting (2019) & Gupta & Schlichting (2020) have fo-
cused on planets with orbital periods < 100 days (. several
tenths of an AU), it is unclear how big of an impact the core-
powered approach may have on low-mass planets at larger
orbital radii (ie. the ∼ 1 AU super Earths that frequently
form in our model’s ice line).
4.5 Core Compositions
By comparing their predicted location of the radius valley,
as dependent upon planet core densities, with its observed
location, Jin & Mordasini (2018) and Gupta & Schlichting
(2019) conclude that the bulk of the low-mass planets within
100-day orbital periods must have Earth-like mean densities.
This places a strong constraint on the amount of water that
can exist on these planet cores, as low water contents provide
the best comparison between their models and observations.
In our 50 AU population, there is a clear separation be-
tween ice-poor super Earths that formed in the dead zone
having orbital radii < 0.8 AU, and ice-rich super Earths
formed in the ice line with ap > 0.8 AU. While there is no
such division between heat transition and dead zone plan-
ets in the 66 AU population, it remains the case that super
Earths at the smallest ap formed in the dead zone, and ac-
crete very little ice onto their cores during formation. It is
indeed these planets that form in the dead zone at small
ap with Earth-like composition (low ice abundances) that
are stripped of their atmospheres from photoevaporation -
a result that is in agreement with the dry cores at orbital
periods < 100 days predicted in Jin & Mordasini (2018) and
Gupta & Schlichting (2019).
4.5.1 Core Compositions: Effect on M-R Distribution
We find that atmospheres play a dominant role in affecting
a planet’s overall radius. In the case of planets that retain
their accreted atmospheres, ice rich planets that formed in
the ice line or heat transition, occupy the same region of the
M-R diagram as dead zone planets with rocky cores. Thus,
an atmosphere’s effect on Rp can hide any differences in core
radii that result from different solid compositions.
The effects of different bulk solid compositions translate
only result in discernible effects on the M-R diagram in the
case of planets with no/little atmospheres. This could be a
result of no gas accreted during formation, or accreted gas
being stripped from photoevaporation for planets at small
orbital radii. In this case, ice-poor (dead zone) planets do
have smaller radii at a given mass than ice-rich planets. We
do note, however, that this difference in radii (ie. between
the ice line-composition and the Earth like dead zone compo-
sition M-R contours) is somewhat small, and is comparable
to typical errors in observed planet radii.
Following this result, we can conclude that, while in-
vestigating non-Solar C/O and Mg/Si ratios did have an
affect on solid compositions, this ultimately translates to a
minimal effect on our populations’ M-R distributions. The
trap that the planets form in has the largest effect on their
solid compositions, producing a range of dry, Earth-like core
compositions, to ice-rich planets with up to a third (ice line)
or half (heat transition) of their solid mass in ice. The full
variation of these elemental ratios, however, only resulted in
a ∼ 5 % variation in planets’ ice compositions within any
given trap. For example, the ice line planets from the 50 AU
model have ice compositions ranging from ∼ 35-40 %.
When comparing drastically different solid composi-
tions - that of a dead zone (ice-poor) and an ice line (ice-rich)
planet - we only see somewhat small radius differences com-
parable to observational uncertainty. Furthermore, this dif-
ference in core radii only translates onto the M-R diagram
in the case of cores with no atmospheres. We can there-
fore conclude that the small compositional variations derived
from the ranges of C/O and Mg/Si considered (through the
metallicity-fit of equations 1 & 2) ultimately have little effect
on the resulting M-R distributions of our populations.
4.5.2 Effect of Vaporization During Planetesimal
Accretion
We recall the our model assumes no vaporization of material
during planetesimal accretion, meaning that the local disk
solid composition is directly accreted onto the core. Alib-
ert (2017) showed that planetesimals can withstand thermal
disruption up to an envelope mass of ∼ 3 M⊕, so this is
a reasonable approach. However, we can conclude that our
resulting M-R distribution would be largely unaffected even
if we were to account for vaporization of ice for example,
during planetesimal accretion. This is because atmospheres
hide the effects of solid compositions on planet radii, and
the majority of our planets in both populations form at a
sufficiently large orbital radius to retain their accreted at-
mospheres. As vaporization of ice during planetesimal accre-
tion would reduce cores’ ice contents, this would only affect
the M-R distribution for the small number of planets with
no atmospheres. We re-iterate however, that in this case,
the difference in radii between a solid core with a third of
its solid mass in ice (ie. an ice line core) and a core with
Earth-like composition (ie. a dead zone core) is comparable
to observational errors in planet radius.
4.5.3 Equilibrium Disk Chemistry Model vs. Tracking Ice
Line Location
When tracking planets’ solid compositions, we found that
most compositional variations in a population are a result
of planets having different ice contents (ie. accreting inside
vs. outside the ice line). The ratio of bulk irons to silicates
is constant over the majority of the disk’s extent; in all but
the innermost ∼ 1-2 AU. This begs the question of whether
or not a full solid chemistry model is important, or if one
could reproduce our composition results by only tracking the
disk’s ice line and where planets accrete with respect to it.
We argue that incorporating a full solid chemistry
model is advantageous. The inner regions of the disk ∼ 1-2
AU play a significant role in producing planets in our mod-
els, as the vast majority of our planet populations have or-
bital radii at these ap. Planets, therefore, do accrete from
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the region of the disk where the iron to silicate ratio has a
dependence on ap and is not constant. This is clearly seen in
the compositional results of dead zone planets. This subset
of our super Earth population showed a range of iron and
silicate abundances despite having nearly no variation in ice,
as all planets had a near zero water content.
It is important to accurately model the solid abun-
dances of planets at small ap, as these are the planets that
can be stripped by photoevaporation, and it is the stripped
planets whose radii reflect their solid compositions. Further-
more, the internal heating of these planets through radioac-
tive decay scales with planets’ silicate abundances, which im-
pacts the atmospheric mass-loss calculation, affecting plan-
ets precisely in the region where the disk silicate abundance
varies with orbital radius in a non-trivial manner.
4.6 Effect of Initial Disk Radius on Comparison
with M-R distribution
In paper II in this series (Alessi et al. 2020), we found that an
initial disk radius of 50 AU resulted in a population whose
M-a distribution had the best correspondence to the ob-
served data, compared to other settings of R0. This was a
result of the R0 = 50 AU population resulting in the largest
super Earth population, mainly from formation at the ice
line. In terms of disk formation, these intermediate disk sizes
correspond to moderate mass-to-magnetic flux ratios (i.e.
moderate magnetic braking), as opposed to strong magnetic
braking or the case of pure hydrodynamic collapse, which
correspond to small and large disk sizes (ie. the 66 AU pop-
ulation included here), respectively (Masson et al. 2016). We
note that the small disk size case of R0 = 33 AU was not
included in this work as it resulted in very few super Earths
being formed.
In terms of our comparison in this work to the M-R
distribution, we find that the R0 = 50 AU and 66 AU mod-
els are comparable, as neither achieve an objectively better
fit. Both models fit the data reasonably well in the ∼ 1-3
M⊕ range, whereas at larger planet masses, our populations
typically produce planets at larger radii than most of the
observed population. At these larger planet masses, the 50
AU model achieved a slightly worse comparison, as planets
formed with slightly larger radii than in the 66 AU model.
However, this was somewhat mitigated after the photoevap-
orative mass-loss model was included on the populations;
having a larger effect on the 50 AU model’s planets than
those from the 66 AU population. Nevertheless, the final
(post-atmospheric mass loss) M-R distributions of both the
50 AU and 66 AU populations were comparable in terms of
their comparison with the data.
The increased effectiveness of photoevaporation re-
sulted in the 50 AU population having a better correspon-
dence with the observed M-a distribution than the 66 AU
population. As atmospheric mass loss is more significant in
the 50 AU population, more planets that formed in the Nep-
tune - sub-Saturn mass range at small orbital radii were
stripped, having their masses reduced to . 10M⊕. In the 50
AU model, this process resulted in more short-period super
Earths, filling out a region of the M-a space that our planet
formation model (without photoevaporation) does not di-
rectly populate (as it produces planets with higher masses
& that of Neptune at these small ap).
We therefore conclude that the 50 AU population pro-
duces the better M-a distribution, even though our compar-
ison to the M-R data gives no clear preference for either
initial disk radius (50 AU or 66 AU). In paper II, we ar-
rived at this same conclusion while only considering planet
formation, as the initial disk radius of 50 AU resulted in
the largest super Earth population. Here, by combining for-
mation and atmospheric mass-loss, we find that the 50 AU
model is optimal because (1) it results in more short-period
super Earths; and (2) more sub-Saturns (zone 1) planets are
stripped, further enhancing the super Earth population al-
ready obtained from formation in paper II. In terms of disk
formation, our results support moderate magnetic braking
(moderate settings of mass to magnetic flux) during disk
formation.
The 50 AU population also has a more clear separation
between dry, rocky planet compositions at small orbital radii
resulting from formation in the dead zone trap, and ice-rich
super Earths at larger ap ∼ 1 AU resulting from formation
at the ice line. Thus, the 50 AU population also shares better
agreement with the result of Jin & Mordasini (2018); Gupta
& Schlichting (2019) derived from the position of the super
Earth radius valley - that short-period super Earths (P<100
days) typically have Earth-like mean densities.
Another consequence of this result is that the 50 AU
population predicts nearly all super Earths residing in the
habitable zone (whose extent was estimated using the Kop-
parapu et al. (2014) calculation), formed in the ice line trap,
and have ice-rich compositions ranging from 35-40% ice by
mass. Our formation models therefore produce planets in
this interesting region of the M-a diagram that acquire a
substantial water budget from the disk phase.
This, however, can be contrasted with dry, rocky com-
positions of the Solar system’s terrestrials, which are the
only planets at these separations whose compositions are
well known. In light of our model’s frequent production of
ice-rich super Earths near 1 AU, this raises the interesting
question of whether Earth-like compositions are common or
rare at these separations. The difference in compositions be-
tween our models’ super Earths near 1 AU and the Solar
system terrestrials may be a result of different formation
scenarios.
Post-disk dynamical assembly is a standard approach in
modelling the formation of the Solar system terrestrials (i.e.
Izidoro & Raymond (2018)). In this circumstance, the plan-
etesimals mostly originate inside the ice line after the disk
has dissipated, and growth occurs from collisions induced
by orbit crossings (through gravitational perturbations from
Jupiter). Because most of the constituent planetesimals orig-
inally lie within the ice line, this approach naturally leads
to dry and rocky planets. Dynamical assembly is a differ-
ent formation scenario than we considered here, and may
be important for the formation of low-mass planets, and
for its contribution to their M-R distribution (i.e. Hasegawa
(2016)). Conversely, super Earths at ∼1AU from our models
arise as failed cores in the core accretion model, which is a
quite different scenario. In this case, planets (mostly) form
in the ice line trap, acquiring substantial water during the
disk phase as a consequence.
It is also interesting that the 50 AU population sees a
bimodal distribution in super Earth compositions. The ice
line and dead zone traps produce nearly the entire super
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Earth population in this model, each having their own com-
positional signatures and only a small variation across the
entire population. The heat transition was the only trap in
our models to produce a wide range of planet compositions,
ranging from dry, rocky planets (similar to those produced
in the dead zone), to those with up to 55% ice by mass.
This is a result of the heat transition migrating across the
ice line during disk evolution, and its position with respect
to the ice line being dependent on disk properties stochas-
tically varied in our population models. However, in the 50
AU population, the heat transition contributes almost no
super Earths.
The differences we see between the 50 AU and 66 AU
populations in terms of their final M-a and M-R distribu-
tions suggest an important extension of this model: inves-
tigating a population with a full distribution of initial disk
radii. The observations of disk radius distributions are still
in an early stage of development. However, one could use a
plausible distribution of R0 that is then sampled in the pop-
ulation models (in the same manner as the initial disk mass,
lifetime, and metallicity are treated). In paper II (Alessi
et al. (2020)), we investigated a larger sample of fixed R0 val-
ues to determine our population’s M-a distributions. Based
on these results, we expect that a population that includes
a sampled distribution of R0 values will have a smoother
distribution of low-mass planets on the M-a diagram than is
seen in either the 50 AU or 66 AU populations investigated
in this work.
However, there are three important results of the popu-
lations that will be maintained in either treatment of R0 that
we argue will not greatly affect the populations’ final M-R
distribution. First, at all investigated R0 values in paper II,
we find that super Earths near 1 AU are formed in the ice
line and/or the heat transition, while shorter-period (. 0.5
AU) super Earths are formed in the dead zone. As discussed
in this paper, this gives rise to the range of solid composi-
tions we find, as well as their effect on the M-R distribution.
The second result is that, for the full range of R0 values in-
vestigated in paper II, most low-mass planets form outside
of 0.3 AU. We have shown with our atmospheric photoe-
vaporation model that planets with these sufficiently large
ap encounter negligible post-disk mass loss. Lastly, we recall
that planet masses of ∼ 2-3 M⊕ separate our populations’
lower mass planets whose radii compare well with the ob-
served data, and higher mass planets whose radii are larger
than most of the observed data at a given mass. The latter
case is a result of their acquisition of a sufficiently large at-
mospheric mass fraction during the disk phase. In paper II,
we find at all investigated values of fixed R0, the resulting
populations have a comparable fraction of low-mass planets
with masses above and below this transition of ∼ 2-3 M⊕.
Therefore, the most important factors shaping our pop-
ulations’ M-R distributions identified in this work - planets’
solid compositions, atmospheric mass fraction, and orbital
radii that determine the effectiveness of photoevaporation
- will not change significantly for populations using a more
extended investigated range of R0 values, as in paper II. On
this basis, we argue that, if a full distribution of R0 values
were sampled over in our population synthesis model, the re-
sulting M-R distribution would not be greatly affected, and
would be similar to those shown for the 50 AU and 66 AU
populations in this work.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have determined the effects of atmospheric
photoevaporative evolution and solid compositions on the
mass-radius distribution of planets in the super Earth - Nep-
tune mass range in the populations from the Alessi et al.
(2020) models. We have included planet structure calcula-
tions and solid disk chemistry, with elemental C/O & Mg/Si
ratios scaling with metallicity in accordance with recent stel-
lar data (Sua´rez-Andre´s et al. 2018). In doing so, we link
variability in disk properties to outcomes of planet forma-
tion, and also link the outcomes of planet formation to post-
disk evolution.
Our main results are as follows:
• Atmospheric mass loss is an important inclusion in pop-
ulation synthesis models. Prior to evaporation, our popula-
tions had a reasonable comparison to the observed M-R data
for 1-3 M⊕ planets, but produced systematically larger radii
planets than most of the data at masses & 3 M⊕. Evapo-
ration improves this comparison by reducing planet radii,
and stripping planets on small orbits . 0.1 AU. Most super
Earths form at larger radii, however, and are unaffected by
stripping. Our comparison with the data would be improved
using an evaporation model that impacts planet radii across
a larger extent of orbital radii.
• Evaporation also improves our comparison to the ob-
served M-a relation, resulting in a means by which short-
period super Earths form. Before accounting for atmospheric
mass loss, our planet formation models do form planets at
small ap . 0.1 AU, but these planets have accreted sub-
stantial gas during the disk phase and form with masses
larger than that of Neptune. Photoevaporative mass-loss
strips these Neptunes and sub-Saturns resulting from our
formation model, producing super Earths at these small ap.
By incorporating atmospheric mass loss, we populate this
region of the M-a diagram previous versions of our model
(that did not include post-disk atmospheric evolution) were
unable to.
• We obtain a more optimal M-a distribution using an ini-
tial disk radius of 50 AU. Comparing populations resulting
from a 50 AU and 66 AU initial disk radius, atmospheric
mass loss is more significant in the 50 AU model as more
short-period planets are formed. This leads to more Nep-
tunes and sub-Saturns being stripped, increasing the super
Earth population at small orbital radii. Our planet forma-
tion and atmospheric mass loss model therefore favours an
intermediate initial disk size of 50 AU, corresponding to
moderate magnetic braking during protostellar collapse. The
two populations, however, produce comparable M-R distri-
butions, where no clear preference in disk radius model can
be deduced.
• Treatment of atmospheres and atmospheric mass loss
has the most drastic effect on M-R diagram. Effects of vari-
ability in core composition are hidden by atmospheres ex-
cept in the case of cores with no atmospheres where radii
differences derived from different solid compositions can be
seen. This is achieved either through no gas accreted during
formation, or via stripping.
• The two different initial disk radii runs see different
traps forming super Earths (50 AU: ice line & dead zone; 66
AU: heat transition & dead zone) at different radii, with the
50 AU run producing super Earths on smaller orbits. The
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initial disk radius thereby affects the M-R relation through
the relative impact of photoevaporation and super Earth
compositions.
• The traps’ locations in the disk with respect to the wa-
ter ice line set the resulting solid abundances. Planet for-
mation at the water ice line results in super Earths having
35-40% of their solid mass in water ice. As the dead zone
trap exists within the ice line, planets formed in this trap
are all dry, having . 0.2% of their solid mass in ice. The
heat transition produces the largest range of super Earth
compositions, from dry, Earth-like compositions (similar to
those produced in the dead zone), to super Earths with up
to 55% of their solid mass in ice.
• We obtain an M-R relation for our solid planetary cores
of Mp ∼ Rβp with a power law index β=0.261 and 0.269 for
ice line and dead zone cores, respectively. This achieves good
correspondence with the index found in Chen & Kipping
(2017), β = 0.2790+0.0092−0.0094, fit to observed terrestrial planets.
• At small ap, our models produce super Earths with low
ice abundances . 0.2% by mass, a result of formation in the
dead zone trap. This result is in agreement with the Earth-
like planet composition inferred via the radius valley’s loca-
tion in atmospheric mass-loss studies (i.e. Jin & Mordasini
(2018); Gupta & Schlichting (2019)) at orbital periods < 100
days.
• Planets’ solid compositions ultimately has a small effect
on the resulting M-R distribution, with atmospheres having
the most significant effect. The traps’ biggest effect on the
M-R relation is through the production of super Earths at
different distances from their host-stars, which determines
the importance of photoevaporation.
• Elemental ratios, varied in accordance with stellar data
have an effect on planet ice abundances and silicate-bearing
minerals (enstatite & forsterite), but this has only a small
effect on the overall M-R relation.
This paper concludes a three-part investigation on the
key physical processes that connect the formation of planets,
to the properties of planetary populations in the M-a and M-
R diagrams, their core compositions, and structure of their
atmospheres. The major ingredient in sculpting these rela-
tions is planet migration theory. Although in this regard our
model uses a modified viscous disk theory approach, planet
migration arises through the combined role of viscous and
wind torques. With the rising importance of disk winds in
interpreting the physics of outflows and protoplanetary disks
in ALMA observations (Bai & Stone (2013); Gressel et al.
(2015); Suzuki et al. (2016); Hasegawa et al. (2017); Flaherty
et al. (2018); Rosotti et al. (2020); see also review Pudritz &
Ray (2019)), we emphasize that our program can accommo-
date disk wind torques and their effects on disk evolution,
planet formation, and migration. Accordingly, this will be
the subject of our future work.
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APPENDIX A: DISK CHEMISTRY MODEL
We use an equilibrium chemistry model to track evolving
solid abundances throughout the disk and materials accreted
onto forming planets. This approach assumes that the com-
position of the disk material is chemically reset and forms
in situ as opposed to being directly inherited from the pro-
tostellar core. The short chemical timescales in the inner
disk (. 10 AU, O¨berg et al. (2011); Pontoppidan et al.
(2014)) support this assumption in the main planet-forming
region of the disk. Chemical inheritance is likely important
for abundances in the outer disk, however this region plays a
less significant role for planet formation in our model. This
is because core accretion rates in the outer disk are small as
the disk’s surface density is lower. Additionally, radial drift
in the Birnstiel et al. (2012) dust model efficiently removes
solids from the outer disk, further reducing solid accretion
rates in this region.
The equilibrium chemistry approach is best suited to
tracking the abundances of solids throughout the disk that
condense from the gas phase on short timescales (Toppani
et al. 2006). Non-equilibrium chemistry, particularly pho-
tochemistry, play an important role in affecting chemistry
in the gas phase (i.e. Cridland et al. (2016)). While the
approach does not include non-equilibrium processes and
therefore will be less accurate in determining gas abundances
throughout the disk, equilibrium chemistry remains a justi-
fied approach here as our focus is to compute the composi-
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tion and radial structures of low-mass (predominantly solid)
planets.
Our equilibrium chemistry calculations are performed
with the ChemApp solver (distributed by GTT Technolo-
gies; http://www.gtt-technologies.de/newsletter). We con-
sider a temperature range between 50-1850 K with 200
linearly-spaced resolution elements, and a pressure range of
10−11 - 10−1 bar with 400 logarithmically-spaced resolution
elements. These ranges were chosen to span the disk mid-
plane temperatures and pressures encountered in our pop-
ulation synthesis models. The Chambers (2009) disk model
is used to map these temperatures and pressures to time-
dependent midplane radii throughout the disk that are in-
terpolated over to determine a species’ abundance profile.
We also consider a range of disk metallicities between -0.6
and 0.6 with 240 linearly-spaced resolution elements in our
chemistry calculations. This is the same range of disk metal-
licities used in our population synthesis models, covering the
observed range of planet-hosting stellar metallicities (Alessi
& Pudritz 2018).
In table A1, we list the 31 solid- and 37 gas-phase chem-
ical species that are included in our chemistry models. The
species we include are those that form with a non-negligible
abundance (& 10−10 mol in a 100 kmol chemical system)
in the investigated range of parameters. This is the same
species list that was used in Alessi et al. (2017), with the
addition of SiC in both gas and solid phase. SiC (along with
graphite) has been shown to become abundant in disks with
very high C/O ratios of & 0.8 (Bond et al. 2010), and we in-
clude these as C/O is a varied parameter in our populations.
However, stellar data shows that such systems are extremely
uncommon (Brewer & Fischer 2016), and C/O ' 0.7 is the
highest value that is input into our chemistry models. We
nonetheless include both phases of silicon-carbide for com-
pleteness.
An update to our previous version of our chemistry
model (Alessi et al. 2017) is our treatment of the initial
disk abundances. We have updated the Solar compositions
used in our calculations to photospheric abundances from
Asplund et al. (2009), for which our previous work used those
from Pasek et al. (2005).
In table A2, we show the updated list of initial disk
abundances scaled up to a 100 kmol system. We only in-
clude the 15 most abundant elements in our chemistry model
to simplify the calculations. With this assumption, we are
omitting the presence of various low-abundance species that
would form as a result of additional elements included in
the chemistry models. However, since those species would
comprise a very small mol-fraction of the chemical system
if included, they would merely be a small correction to the
abundance results shown throughout this work.
A1 Effects of C/O and Mg/Si Ratios
In addition to incorporating non-Solar metallicities, we also
investigate non-Solar C/O and Mg/Si ratios. In our main
chemistry calculation, we vary these in accordance with
disk metallicity through fits taken from Sua´rez-Andre´s et al.
(2018). Here, however, we show results of disk chemistry runs
with constant C/O and Mg/Si ratios (independent of metal-
licity) to discern their effects on resulting solid abundances.
For both elemental ratios, we consider the Solar quan-
tity (C/O = 0.54 & Mg/Si = 1.05) in addition to a sub-Solar
and super-Solar values (independently, for both ratios) for a
total of 9 different chemistry runs. For the low C/O case, we
select a value near the peak of the observed stellar C/O ratio
distribution for F, G, and K stars, 0.47 (Brewer & Fischer
2016), and we set the high C/O ratio value to 0.61 (having
the same difference in C/O with the Solar value as the low
setting). This high C/O ratio is quite extreme with respect
to the majority of the observed data, lying on the high-C/O
‘tail’ of the distribution.
The Solar Mg/Si ratio (1.05) lies close to the average in
the observed distribution from Brewer & Fischer (2016). We
set the low and high Mg/Si ratios, 0.9 and 1.2 respectively,
to span most (∼ ±2σ) of the observed distribution.
In figure A1, we show solid abundance profiles at dif-
ferent disk C/O ratios. The solids are categorized based on
where the minerals would be located in a chemically differ-
entiated planet. The irons, or core materials, are iron- and
nickle-bearing minerals. Silicates, or mantle materials, are
magnesium or aluminum silicate-bearing minerals. Lastly,
the “ice” component consists only of water ice.
We see that the main effect of the C/O ratio is on
the disk water abundance, with low values resulting in a
higher ice abundance due to the larger molar abundance of
oxygen. While similar plots are not shown for the different
Mg/Si ratios considered, its affect on mineral abundances
(discussed below) has a secondary effect on the disk’s wa-
ter abundance causing for a slightly higher ice abundance
in disks with larger Mg/Si ratios. However, the change in
ice abundance for the investigated range in Mg/Si is smaller
than that shown in figure A1 for the range of C/O ratios.
Figure A1 also shows that the summed abundances of
irons and silicates remains constant across the majority of
the disk’s extent (& 1.5 AU). The abundance profiles of these
two summed components are unchanged by the disk’s C/O
or Mg/Si ratios. This feature of the disk chemistry is im-
portant to consider when interpreting planet composition
results, as variation in bulk iron and silicate mass fractions
between planets is often a result of their differing ice mass
fractions5. Changes in ice mass fraction is usually the main
driver of compositional variation between planets, and mass
fractions of irons and silicates change in response to these
different ice mass fractions. The ratio of irons to silicates is
typically roughly constant in planets as a result of their uni-
form abundance disk chemistry profiles. Variation in solid
abundances of irons and silicates is only present in the in-
nermost regions of the disk, between ∼ 0.1 AU where solids
condense out of the gas phase and ∼ 1.5 AU.
In figure A2, we show the main effect of the disk Mg/Si
ratio on abundances of the silicate-bearing minerals in the
disk by plotting abundance profiles for the most abundant
minerals at the three Mg/Si ratios considered. We most no-
tably see that the abundances of enstatite (MgSiO3) and
forsterite (Mg2SiO4) are affected by the disk Mg/Si ratio,
with more forsterite being produced as Mg/Si is increased in
accordance with the increased molar abundance of Mg. The
abundance profiles of enstatite and forsterite are relatively
constant throughout the disk outside of the innermost dust-
5 Since the summed mass fraction of irons + silicates + ice has
to sum to unity
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Table A1. A list of species present in the chemistry model. Solids that are present in figure A2 have their common names bracketed
following their chemical formulae.
Gas Phase Solid Phase
Al H2
Ar H2O Ne Al2O3 Fe3O4 (magnetite)
C HCN Ni CaAl2SiO6 FeSiO3 SiO2
C2H2 HS O CaMgSi2O6 (diopside) Fe2SiO4 (fayalite) FeS (troilite)
CH2O H2S O2 CaO H2O NiS
CH4 He OH CaAl12O19 MgO Ni3S2
CO Mg S CaAl2Si2O8 MgAl2O4 Al
CO2 N Si Ca2Al2SiO7 MgSiO3 (enstatite) C
Ca N2 SiC Ca2MgSi2O7 Mg2SiO4 (forsterite) Fe
CaO NH3 SiO FeAl2O4 NaAlSi3O8 Ni
Fe NO SiO2 FeO (Wu¨stite) Na2SiO3 Si
FeO NO2 SiS Fe2O3 SiC
H Na
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Figure A1. Solid disk abundances are shown for the low C/O = 0.47 setting (left), Solar C/O = 0.54 (centre), and high C/O =
0.61 (right), all calculated with Solar Mg/Si = 1.05. The solids are divided into three categories: iron-bearing minerals, silicate-bearing
minerals, and water ice. These abundance profiles are computed 1 Myr into the evolution of a Solar-metallicity disk with an initial mass
of 0.1 M, and initial radius of 50 AU. Higher ice abundances result from lower C/O ratios, with total iron and silicate abundances
being unaffected by the C/O ratio.
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Figure A2. Abundance profiles of the most abundant minerals are shown for the low Mg/Si = 0.9 setting (left), Solar Mg/Si = 1.05
(centre), and high Mg/Si = 1.2 (right), all computed at the Solar C/O ratio. All disk parameters are the same as in figure A1. The
abundances of enstatite (MgSiO3) and forsterite (Mg2SiO4) are seen to depend on the disk Mg/Si ratio, with forsterite becoming more
abundant as Mg/Si increases.
sublimation zone, with the exception being a small range of
∼ 1-1.5 AU where fayalite (Fe2SiO4) attains its peak abun-
dance. The abundance curves of both fayalite and magnetite
(Fe3O4) change slightly in the lowest Mg/Si ratio case. While
not shown, we have investigated these mineral abundances
at the various C/O ratios considered, and find that changing
the disk C/O while holding the Mg/Si ratio constant does
not affect these mineral abundances.
As was previously mentioned, the disk’s ice abundance
is slightly higher in disks with larger Mg/Si ratios. This
is somewhat unexpected since high Mg/Si results in more
forsterite (Mg2SiO4, carrying more oxygen) and less en-
statite (MgSiO3, carrying less oxygen). However, when tak-
ing the net molar amount of both minerals and accounting
for the total number of oxygen atoms carried by both, we
find that the net oxygen atoms carried by both enstatite and
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Table A2. Solar elemental abundances used in our equilibrium
chemistry calculations are shown. We take the 15 most abun-
dant elements from Solar photospheric data from Asplund et al.
(2009), normalized to a 100 kmol chemical system. We scale these
abundances for non-Solar metallicity, C/O, and Mg/Si ratios as
described in the text.
Element Abundance (kmol)
H 92.07
He 7.84
O 4.51 × 10−2
C 2.48 × 10−2
Ne 7.84 × 10−3
N 6.22 × 10−3
Mg 3.12 × 10−3
Si 2.98 × 10−3
Fe 2.59 × 10−3
S 1.30 × 10−3
Al 2.48 × 10−4
Ar 2.31 × 10−4
Ca 1.80 × 10−4
Na 1.71 × 10−4
Ni 1.46 × 10−4
forsterite is smaller in the high Mg/Si ratio case despite the
higher forsterite abundance, accounting for the slightly in-
creased ice abundance.
APPENDIX B: PLANETARY STRUCTURE
B1 Interior Structure Model
The equations we use to describe our planets’ interiors are
the hydrostatic balance equation,
dP
dr
=
−Gm(r)
r2
ρ, (B1)
and the mass continuity equation,
dm
dr
= 4pir2ρ, (B2)
where m(r) is the mass internal to the given shell, G is New-
ton’s gravitational constant, r is the radius of the shell from
the planet’s centre, and ρ is the material density as deter-
mined by the equation of state,
ρ = ρ(P, T ) ' ρ(P ). (B3)
The Equation of State (EOS) is a function of the pressure
and temperature of the given shell and is determined by the
local material properties. Since we are ignoring thermal ef-
fects in the core, the EOS will only be a function of pressure.
Within the silicate and iron layers, the pressure is typi-
cally so high that our zero-temperature assumption is valid.
In the silicate layer, we assume our material is in the ini-
tial perovskite phase of MgSiO3. This undergoes a transi-
tion to the post-perovskite phase at pressures above 120
GPa (Komabayashi et al. (2008)). Both phases are mod-
elled based on a high pressure extension to experimental
results using a diamond anvil. We assume that iron is in its
high pressure, hexagonal closely packed (hcp) phase, with
the EOS taken from the diamond anvil cell results of Fei
et al. (2016). For all three materials, in the high-pressure
regime we adopt the electron degenerate Thomas Fermi
Dirac (TFD) EOS from Seager et al. (2007) for pressures
above 1 TPa.
As per the assumption that our planets are differenti-
ated, there would, in reality, be a degree of mixing of ma-
terials between layers. However, it is expected that mixing
would likely only change the core radius by sim a few hun-
dred kilometres. This is a small effect as the corresponding
change is well within other uncertainties in the model (Va-
lencia et al. (2006)), such as those related to the various wa-
ter phases’ equations of state. We therefore do not consider
these mixing effects between differentiated layers in cores in
our calculations.
B2 Atmospheric Structure Model
We add a third interior structure equation to equations B1
and B2 that accounts for energy transport in the atmo-
sphere,
dT
dr
=
T
P
dP
dr
∇(T, P ) , (B4)
where ∇(T, P ) is determined using,
∇(T, P ) = d lnT
d lnP
= min(∇ad,∇rad). (B5)
∇ad and ∇rad refer to the adiabatic and radiative gradient,
respectively, and determine the efficiency of energy trans-
port by either convection or radiation in a given shell. The
radiative gradient is calculated with,
∇rad = 3
64piσG
κlP
T 4m
, (B6)
where κ is the Rosseland mean opacity corresponding to the
pressure and temperature of a given shell. We find this value
using the tables of Freedman et al. (2008) corresponding to
Solar metallicity. The adiabatic gradient is also taken from
the EOS tables of Chabrier et al. (2019). The method of
energy transport in a given shell is determined by compar-
ing the radiative and adiabatic gradients and choosing the
method with the smaller corresponding gradient.
In order to self-consistently solve for the structure of
our planets, we apply the Eddington boundary equations,
given in Mordasini et al. (2012a). We determine the radius
of our planet, Rp to be the photosphere corresponding to
the τ=2/3 optical depth surface. This has a corresponding
photospheric pressure of,
P =
2GMp
3R2pκ
, (B7)
and a temperature that is set by a combination of external
heating from the host-star’s radiation and internal heating
from the core (with luminosity Lint, and temperature Tint),
T 4 = (1−A)T 4eq + T 4int. (B8)
The equilibrium temperature Teq is determined using a sun-
like star and the given planet’s semi-major axis, a. All plan-
ets are assumed to have a Jovian albedo, A=0.343. Their
equilibrium temperature is therefore,
Teq = 280K
( a
1AU
)−1/2(M∗
M
)
. (B9)
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This boundary condition assumes that the planet ro-
tates quickly and redistributes heat evenly across the sur-
face. It also ignores non-grey atmosphere effects from
wavelength-dependent opacities, since these only signifi-
cantly impact planets on very small orbital radii (∼ 0.1 AU,
Mordasini et al. (2012a)). A more rigorous treatment would
be to incorporate the semi-grey approximation of Guillot
(2010), however this would generally be a small correction
on our predicted planet radii as the majority of our planets
orbit outside of 0.1 AU.
The internal luminosity of our planets results from the
decay of radioactive isotopes in the silicate layer. Since we
are focused on modelling the structure of super Earths, we
neglect energy produced by gravitational contraction which
generally only applies for gas giants. Following the approach
of Mordasini et al. (2012b), we incorporate three important
radiogenic isotopes, 40K, 238U and 232Th, in our structure
model. The heat produced by the decay of these isotopes
exponentially decays with time as the quantity of radioactive
material slowly decreases over billion-year time scales. For
this reason we neglect isotopes with short lived half lives
(< 100 million years). The total internal luminosity from
radiogenic sources also scales with the mass of the planet’s
core and the amount of rocky material in the silicate layer,
so a more massive super Earth with a higher abundance
of silicate material will have a more luminous core than a
smaller core whose composition is ice- or iron-dominant.
APPENDIX C: ATMOSPHERIC
PHOTOEVAPORATION
We study the long-term impacts of photoevaporation on the
atmospheres of our planets by combining the UV and X-ray
driven models of Murray-Clay et al. (2009) and Jackson et al.
(2012). We use the power law fits to measured integrated
fluxes from Ribas et al. (2005) for young solar-type stars in
the X-ray (1-20 A˚) and extreme ultra-violet (EUV) (100-360
A˚) wavelengths.
In the early evolution of the planet, X-ray driven pho-
toevaporation dominates due to the high x-ray fluxes from
a young star (Ribas et al. (2005),Jin et al. (2014)). Jackson
et al. (2012) model mass loss by assuming that the energy
from incident photons is converted into work to remove gas
from the gravitational potential of the planet. This results
in a mass loss rate, m˙, of,
m˙ = 
16piFXRR
3
p
3GMpK(ξ)
, (C1)
where Rp corresponds to the photosphere of the planet, and
FXR is the incident X-ray flux at the planet’s orbital dis-
tance. The factor K(ξ) is a scaling parameter that accounts
for the ratio of the planet’s Roche lobe to its radius (Jack-
son et al. (2012)). This factor becomes significant for highly
inflated close-in planets where K(ξ) approaches zero. The fi-
nal parameter  accounts for how efficiently X-rays are able
to remove the gas from the planet’s atmosphere, for which
we adopt the value used by Jin et al. (2014) of 0.1. This
value was chosen as the majority of the work done to strip
the atmosphere is attributed to X-rays within the narrow
wavelength range of 5-10 A˚(Owen & Jackson (2012)).
For extreme EUV-driven photoevaporation, we consider
the two regimes highlighted in the model of Murray-Clay
et al. (2009). For low EUV fluxes beneath a critical thresh-
old, the EUV-driven mass loss rate is formatted similarly to
equation C1, but without the K(ξ) term. In this case, the ra-
dius of the planet is considered to be where the atmosphere
becomes opaque to UV radiation, which occurs at a pressure
of approximately 1 nanonbar (Murray-Clay et al. (2009)). In
the case of EUV-driven mass loss, Jin et al. (2014) choose an
efficiency parameter of 0.06. For high EUV fluxes, a portion
of the incoming radiation is lost to cooling radiation and
increasing the EUV flux no longer increases the mass loss
rate. In this radiation-limited regime, the mass-loss rate is
given by (Murray-Clay et al. (2009)),
m˙rr−lim ≈ 4piρscsr2s , (C2)
where cs is the sound speed, and rs is the sonic point where
the UV-driven wind becomes supersonic. The two param-
eters are determined as described in Murray-Clay et al.
(2009). As in Jin et al. (2014), we chose a flux of 104 erg/s to
mark the transition between the radiation-limited and the
energy-limited regime (equation C1).
One last important transition to consider is that be-
tween X-ray and UV-driven mass flows. Above a certain UV
flux, X-rays are no longer able to penetrate the UV ion-
ization front, resulting in a UV-dominated flow (Owen &
Jackson (2012)). To determine if this transition is present,
we check if the total EUV luminosity LEUV from the star
exceeds (Owen & Jackson 2012),
LEUV,crit = 10
40s−1
( a
0.1AU
)2( m˙x
1012g/s
)2( Rp
10RE
)
.
(C3)
If LEUV > LEUV,crit, then the flow is UV-driven and the
X-ray mass loss rate is set to zero. When the reverse is true,
the flow is X-ray driven, and X-ray and UV mass-loss rates
are treated as previously described.
We start the mass loss evolution of our planets immedi-
ately after the protoplanetary disk evaporates, a parameter
that is stochastically-varied throughout our population of
planets according to the observed range of disk lifetimes.
We evolve each planet forward until it is 1 Gyr old. Be-
yond this point, the mass loss rates are so small, even for
close in-planets, that any planet managing to hold onto a
substantial envelope at this point will be safe from further
photoevaporation while its star is on the main sequence (Jin
et al. (2014), Jin & Mordasini (2018)).
APPENDIX D: INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS OF C/O
& MG/SI RATIOS ON SUPER EARTH
ABUNDANCES
We now discuss the effects of the disk C/O and Mg/Si ratio
individually by considering population results from chem-
istry runs where these ratios are held constant with disk
metallicity (no variation in a population run). We consider
three values of each ratio: their Solar value as well as a high
and low value where the variation spans & 1 σ in the chemi-
cal ratio’s observed distribution in stellar data (see notes in
appendix A).
In figure D1, we show the distribution in solid abun-
dances of super Earths (zone 5 planets) formed in the ice
line from the R0 = 50 AU population for each of these nine
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disk chemistry calculations. We most notably see that the
disk C/O ratio has a significant effect on the planets’ ice
contents, with low C/O ratios resulting in higher ice abun-
dances due to the larger molar abundance of oxygen. This
trend can be seen at all values of the Mg/Si ratio.
The Mg/Si ratio does have a small effect on the planets’
ice abundance with high Mg/Si ratios resulting in larger ice
contents. While this trend is seen at all values of disk C/O,
the effect of Mg/Si on the planets’ ice contents is less sig-
nificant than that of C/O. As discussed in section 2.2, the
effect of Mg/Si on the disk’s ice content is a secondary effect.
The molar abundances of enstatite (MgSiO3) and forsterite
(Mg2SiO4) are set by the disk Mg/Si, with high values us-
ing less total oxygen atoms leaving more remaining to con-
tribute the disk’s water budget.
We recall from section A that the absolute abundances
of these iron and silicate components are unchanged when
varying these elemental ratios. Therefore, the ratio of each
planets’ iron to silicate abundance in figure D1 are consis-
tent regardless of the elemental ratios considered. As each
planets’ total abundance needs to sum to unity, the percent
abundances of iron and silicate do scale (with constant ratio)
in response to the ice abundance as affected by the elemen-
tal ratios. We emphasize, however, that the C/O and Mg/Si
ratios are affecting the disk and planets’ ice contents only,
and the percent abundances of irons and silicates change in
response to the changing ice contents.
We also see that the distributions of planet abundances
at each C/O and Mg/Si ratio investigated show less scatter
(have tighter peaks) than the corresponding distribution of
ice line super Earths from the metallicity-fit run - figure
6, left. In the latter case, the population samples a range of
both elemental ratios as the disk metallicity is varied, leading
to a larger scatter in planets’ ice abundances, whereas only
individual values of C/O and Mg/Si are considered in the
case of figure D1.
The ice line super Earths from the R0 = 50 AU popula-
tion is optimal for showing the effects of the disk elemental
ratios on super Earth compositions since there is relatively
little variance in ice abundances of super Earths within a
population. This is a result of the trap itself being defined to
exist at the water phase transition (a particular temperature
and pressure in the chemistry model), leading to a somewhat
consistent super Earth composition within a population.
This is contrasted with planets forming in the heat tran-
sition in the R0 = 66 AU population which display a large
range in ice abundances (regardless of elemental abundances
considered) due to the trap migrating across the ice line dur-
ing disk evolution. The trends shown in figure D1 do, how-
ever, apply to heat transition planets with the highest ice
abundances. This subset of heat transition planets accrete
all of their solids outside the ice line, acquiring the disk ice
abundance that is dependent on the elemental ratios. While
not shown, distribution of heat transition super Earths’ ice
abundances would be similar to figure 10 (left), with the
maximum ice abundance set by the elemental ratios and the
distribution extending to low ice contents.
Additionally, we do not show the composition distribu-
tions for dead zone planets formed in either R0 population.
The trends seen in figure D1 are driven by variances in ice
abundances which only matter for planets that accrete mate-
rial from outside the water ice line. Since dead zone planets
accrete from inside the ice line, they all acquire a similar
ice-poor composition and distributions to those shown in
figures 6 and 10. Since the ratio of the summed iron- and
silicate-bearing minerals is unaffected by the disk C/O or
Mg/Si values, the distribution of dead zone planets’ compo-
sitions for all C/O and Mg/Si ratios is very similar to the
metallicity-fit population previously shown.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure D1. Solid abundance distributions are shown for zone 5 planets formed in the ice line from the R0 = 50 AU population, computed
using disk chemistry runs with different elemental abundances. The disk C/O ratio increases from left to right, and the Mg/Si ratio
increases bottom to top. The ice contents on the planets increases most significantly as the C/O ratio is decreased and increases less
significantly as Mg/Si is increased.
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